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" NEVER let it be said that' The Shirburnian ' was behind the times
or ahead of the' Daily Mirror.' "

Flicking idly at the editorial calendar we discovered this priceless
mot juste sandwiched between the latest Herbert and the last of
\Vilhelmina Stitch's treasure-box of happy sayings. But far from
slinging it like a bare text at a congregation, we decided on a little
elaboration for those less fortunate in their calendars.

The complaints of our readers, Old Shirburnian and Shirburnian,
are thus summarised :-

(1) The "Shirburnian" is too dull.
(2) The " Shirburnian " is too smart.

We presume the first allude rightly to our long sermomsmg
editorials, the funereal cover which never stays on, and the hard
unyielding pages. The second hate with equal justice our attacks
on those sacred subjects, Weddings and Property (Theft of).

To each we have given their say and to each we would reply.
To the young and flippant-this is a magazine which has to outlast
modern modishness and be a source of delight to past and future, as
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much as present. Therefore, it must consider the pockets and the
principles of Old Shirburnians. To those who still read this paper
after they leave-like all brutal but respectful children, we say, this
issue of "The Shirburnian " is primarily not your paper. As we
said to the young we repeat to the old, we must consider your pockets
and principles if we want the Magazine to last. But you have no
share in this work except in Letters and O.S. news (very scantly
supported). Like all parents and ancestors you grumble from afar,
but you are very occasional letter-writers.

We hold a position somewhat akin to the" Telepost" -offering
Conservative wares at liberal prices. To the moderns we say
be thankful you aren't reading the current number of the" Quarterly
Review"; to the greybeards we say-rejoice that we do not invert
our sentences ala Americaine, exult that you see no advertisements
and no other horrors of the New World. The remotest plaint from
either of you, and these might easily come to pass.

But even conservatism must adapt itself to the times. "The
Times," though still conservatively priced, has been for long allowing
doubtful advertisements, a page of women's clothes and decorations,
new type and a new heading. A middle position to-day is not the
same as it was 50 years ago.

Thus you see some changes. Modern homes (particularly
bachelor ones) need neat, easily bound volumes. They must be
protected against dust (hence our new overlapping cover). When
one opens the paper in the middle and endeavours to lay it flat on
the table for admiring friends to view one's" juvenilia," there is no
need for the cover to drop off its inadequate glue. Hence the cover
has been stitched on. The pages must lie naturally flat-hence we
return to the original smooth paper of the old" Shirburnian." There
must be more decoration-hence our photographs and drawings.
But lest any think that this is a purely literary, arty and crafty
product ala Dartington Hall (all literary contributions unrepressed),
we have a white sheet between the record and the literary (to enable
irate binders to tear out the latter if required).
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And lastly, this cover goes all over the world from Sherbome.
Who then would quarrel with' something typical of Sherborne,
permanently limned on the front for all to see and many admire?
Nothing could be more typical or more representative, nothing more
akin to our policy of tempering the temporary with the permanent,
the fast with the slow.

Note-In view of the fact that the Editor is trying his utmost to
secure success for this new venture, he strongly appeals to all O.SS.
to help him, firstly, by sending contributions about their own exper
iences or writings of any sort; secondly, by paying their subscrip
tions. The subscription has been substantially reduced, yet the
magazine is larger and " improved." It is sheer ingratitude not to
pay when 5/- a year is all that is required. In future the magazine
will not be sent to those who have omitted to pay for more than three
years past, and outstanding "debtors" will have their names
" pilloried" in this column. These unpleasant measures are mainly
the result of continual losses by the publishers, and the aim is to
put the paper on its financial feet, as well as on its other legs of
representativeness, and good quality.
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SCHOOL NOTES.
SCHOOL OFFICERS.

R. F. S. CHIGNELL (h).
R. F. S. CHIGNELL (h).
M. R. GEAKE (b).
P. W. M. BURT (c).
A. D. B. BULMER (I).
H. W. KING (b).
A. G. DICK (a).
R. B. MARSHALL (d).
L. A. B. PILKINGTON (g).
]. H. CANDLER (b).
]. H. CANDLER (b).
A. L. A. TASKER (g).
R. F. S.CHIGNELL (h).
H. W. KING (b).
]. ]. S. GREEN (b).
A. D. B. BULMER (I).
S. ]. H. DURNFORD (a).
H. W.KING (b) ..
R. B. MARSHALL (d).
R. .F. S. CHIGNELL (h).Ganies Editor

Captain of Football
Captain of Hockey
Captain of Fives
Captain ofShooting
Captain of Boxing
Captain of Gym.
Editors of the" Shirburnian "

Head of the School
School Prefects

VALETE.

SCHOOL HOUSE (a).

e. F. V. MARTIN-came 19333,VI (ii), School Prefect, Head of School
House, 1st XV (1935-36-37), 1st XI (1937), P.T.Instructor with Badge, Sergeant
in a.T.e., Games Editorof the "Shirburnian,' ' Member of Duffers. To Pembroke
College, Cambridge.

M. L. WATTs-came 19333
, VI (iii and ii), House Prefect, 2nd XV (1937),

Tennis VI (1936-37), Sergeant in a.T.C., P.T. Instructor with Badge, Member
of Duffers.

R. C. WORTH-eame 1935, V (iii).
P.W.TYSON-Came 1935, IV (F).

PARRY-]ONES' (b).
W. R. HORSFALL-came 19333

, VL(iii), Member of Duffers, Trebles (1936-37),
Sergeant in a.T.e. To Trinity Hall, Cambridge.

]. M. W. KNoTT-came 19333
, VI (A.c.),Certificate "A." To Sandhurst.

R. ]. HILDESLEy-:-came 19333
, V (ii), 2nd XV (1937), Trebles (1935-36-37),

Sergeant in a.T.e., P.T. Instructor.
E. P. T. LETCHWoRTH-came 19342

, VI (A.c.), 1st XV (1936-37), Trebles
(1935-36-37), Sergeant in a.T.C., P.T. Instructor.
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HEY'S (c).
H. W. PARKER-came 1934~, IV (E).

BARLOw's (d).
F ...:A..G.-~LAKE...:-came 1932, VI (iii), Head of School, Head of Barlow's,

SchoOl~,~emberof Duffers, Editor of" Shirburnian," P.T. Instructor with
Badge, L'S."M. in D.T.C., Shooting VIII (1937), XXX Blazer (1936-37), Trebles
(193~37). Captain of Swimming, Camp P.T. Squad (1937). To Corpus Christi
College, Oxford.

J. A. S. NEAVE-came 1933, VI (ii), School Prefect, Member of Duffers, 1st XV
(1935-36, Captain 1937), P.T. Instructor with Badge, Sergeant in a.T.C.

C. F. M. BALDwIN-came 1933, VI (i), Trebles (1937).
M. P. DANDRIDGE-came 1934, V (iii).
P. A. TATE-came 1933, IV (F).

ELDERTON's (f).
R M. NEALE-eame 19331, V (iv) House Prefect, P.T. Instructor with Badge,

Camp P.T. Squad (1936), 1st Class Gym., Gym. Squad (1936-37), Sergeant in a.T.C.
M. J. BRucE-eame 19333 , VI (iv), House Prefect, P.T. Instructor.
A. R W. BEE-eame 19342

, V (iv), Corporal in a.T.C.

Ross' (g).
P. H. P. MUNDEN-came 19323

, VI (ii and A.C.), School Prefect, Head of
Ross', 2nd XV (1936-37, Captain 1937), 2nd XI (1936-37), P.T. Instructor with
Badge, 1st Class Gym., Gym. Squad (1937), C.S.M. in a.T.c., Member of Duffers.
To RA.

W. J. P. WYLIE-eame 19332
, VI (A.C.), House Prefect, 1st XV (1936-37),

3rd XI (1937), Trebles (1935-36-37; Silver Medal, 1935), P.T. Instructor with
Badge, Sergeant in a.T.C. To RM.C., Sandhurst.

P. A. LowE-eame 19333
, VI (A.C.), House Prefect, XXX Blazer (1936-37),

Trebles (1936-37; Silver Medal, 1936), P.T. Instructor with Badge, Corporal in
a.T.C., School Fives Team. To RM.A., Woolwich.

P. H. CHERRY-eame 19333
, VI (iii), House Prefect, Corporal in a.T.C. To

Clare College, Cambridge.
]. B. AYLWARD-eame 19343

, V (iii), 1st XI (1937), XXX Blazer (1937).

THoMPsoN's (h).
R V. HANcocK-eame 19333, VI (iii), House Prefect, 2nd XV (1936), P.T.

Instructor with Badge, Corporal in a.T.C., Member of Duffers.
J. S. LIVINGSTONE-LEARMoNTH-came 19333

, IV (F), House Prefect, P.T.
Instructor with Badge.

.. No soul was ever ruined by extravagance or even by debauch; it is the
steady, punctual gnawing of comfort that destroys. That is the triumph of matter
over mind."-C. Bell.

" Life levels all men; death reveals the eminent."-Shaw.
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SCHOOL NEWS.
CONGRATULATIONS to the following on being presented with School Colours :

2ND XV.

Pollock (d).
Peel-Yates (b).
Hill-Smith (g).
Cooper (a).

8 Lowe (g).
Aylward (g).
Leslie-Jones, P. (b).
Leslie-J ones, R. (b).

Dec. 14 A. G. Dick (a).
S. J. H. Durnford (a).
M. G. Cardew (a).

Dec. 12

GYM. COLOURS.
Dec. 10 P. A. D. ThEllar (d). Dec. 10 G. E. D. Lang (d).

J. H. Candler (b). P. H. P. Munden (g).

P.T. INSTRUCTORS' BADGES.
Dec. 14 J. J. S. Green (b).

L. A. B. Pilkington (g).
J. S. Livingstone

Learmonth (h).

Dec.

Dec. 12 P. H. Humphreys (a).
XXX BLAZERS.

Dec. 8

HOCKEY XI COLOURS.
Mar. 15 M. A. R. Collins (g). Mar. 15 D. F. Ricketts (g).

We congratulate Mr. and Mrs. O'Hanlon on the birth of a son, for which we
received a half-holiday.

A half-holiday also honoured the fine spring day of Monday, March 7th, in
honour of the following Scholarships (to whom our congratulations):-

R. B. Marshall (d), H. W. King (b), A. D. Shirreff (g), H. T. Fry (d).
On Saturday, February 5th, Mr. Granville Squiers lectured on " Secret Hiding

Places," on Saturday, February 12th, Mr. Fothergill on " Mountaineering," on
Saturday, February 26th, Surgeon-Commander Murray Levick on "The New
foundland Expedition, 1937." The lecture by Mr. H. G. Davis, arranged for
Saturday, March 19th, was cancelled owing to the" 'flu" epidemic.

On Tuesday, March 8th, Miss Jelly d'Aranyi gave a violin recital, accompanied
by Miss Ethel Hobday (piano). Some members of the School attended the Hour's
Music in the Abbey by Miss Jelly d'Aranyi, and Miss Mary McDougall(soprano),
accompanied by Bertrand Harrison (organ). For accounts, see" Cultural."

The Inter-House Singing Competition was adjudicated on Wednesday, March
9th, by Mr. D. D. R. Pouncey, M.A., Mus. B., Organist and Master of Choristers,
Wells Cathedral. Results under" Cultural."

\Ve feel sure that the School will be interested to learn of the appointment of
Mr. H. Elder, for some years Master and coach of the Shooting VIII, to the Head
mastership of Dean Close School, Cheltenham, from Fettes School.

Lieut. G. G. Green, of the Supplementary Reserve of Officers, has been
appointed Lieutenant, retaining his present seniority.
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Voluntary Lenten services have been held by the Vicar of Sherborne in the
School Chapel every Thursday evening.

Under the production of Mr. O'Hanlon, actors are already in the throes of
" Twelfth Night," for production next term. We learn from an unbiassed source
that Mr. Randolph and Mr. Thompson are taking prominent parts.

We feel some mention is due of the Quincentenary of the granting of the
Charter to the Almshouses in 1438.

Rumour bears abroad the name of Mr. King in connection with a projected
Scout troop.

We cannot forbear to add a note on the perfect Spring weather-proof lies
in the Headmaster's garden, the crocuses which blossomed on the VIth Form Green
only to be sent down again by careless feet, and some nicely placed half-holidays.

With spring we have its apparently necessary accompaniment-a virulent
outbreak of ' 'flu,' euphemistically called by the authorities" streptococus etc."

MUSIC (?).
Under the aegis of certain School House" musicians," the O.T.e. Band has

been revived to " wake the dull echoes" of every half-holiday afternoon. (See
Correspondence). -

ARCHITECTURE.

By way of architectural alterations we have noticed-the mushroom-like
growth of Mr. Woolworth's 6d. Emporium in Cheap Street, and the levelling and
re-surfacing of the Fives Courts.

\VINTER SPORTS.

Last term we experienced Arctic conditions, and Coombe Valley became a
series of miniature Crestas, toboggans and luges being at a premium. Conditions
were duplicated even to injuries.

Winter-sporting was also indulged in by M. B. Peacock (a), who played for
the Hampshire Public Schools against the Navy, and J. A. S. Neave (d, 1932-37),
who played for the Eastern Counties Public Schools.

ASTRONOMY.

The Aurora Borealis was observed by most people, looking recently in a
Northerly direction, for about 5 or 6 hours. We hear that the Sherborne Fire
Brigade was called out (hush, vile rumour l).

HOROLOGY.

The Abbey Clock went on (or off?) strike recently. The chime was heard
a minute before every quarter, and after the hour the minute hand slipped five
minutes. This was joyously termed" the flip-flap." Have the Abbey authorities
been influenced by Dunne and Priestley ?
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ARCHAEOLOGY.

Newlands was recently in a state of chaos apparently owing to an air-raid
of unprecedented dimensions, actually owing to sanitary works. Cheap Street
was also in a state of barricade-war, owing to electrical instalments. The work
house is in the same condition owing to demolition.

EDUCATION.

School House were recently subjected to an education questionnaire on behalf
of the School. Pertinent questions were asked about parents, prospects, prowess
etc.

The following have preached in Chapel up to the time of going to press :-
Mr. Field, Rev. G. H. B. Eagles, W. R. Lewin, Esq., Rev. Canon Mayhew,
Rev. Canon Gosling, Mr. Eperson, Mr. Bell, Rev. J. Maillard, Rev. Canon Ferguson.

WE TAKE OFF OUR HATS TO:-

The new" Shirburnian."

The authorities who installed pegs by the Fives Courts after 50 years of
waiting. (See letter in " 50 years.").

The Abbey for another" Experiment with Time."

Mr. Woolworth, for small-town enterprise.

The Editor for toboganning down Hospital Hill and being able to fall off at
the Tuck Shop.

The new P.T. Instructor who shouted hastily, " Middleton's Elder ranks in
two squads-fall in."

The O.S. 2nd Lieutenant (of two weeks' standing) who, in the absence of his
superiors, commanded as Acting-Major a Battery of Artillery and 250 men and
waggons for a week.

The mathematician who described a straight line in the Shakespearian guise
of " a wondrous thin parabola."

" No man is so devoid of understanding as to prefer war before peace; for in
the latter children bury their fathers; in the former, fathers bury their children."
-Herodotous.

"Hitler is the greatest 'German artist living."-Goering opening an art
exhibition.

"Nearly all laughter is ugly or cruel."-Chas. Morgan.

"Civilisation and the Jungle have something disquieting m common."
D. M acarthey.
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SPORT.
J. A. S. Neave (d, 1933-37) has been playing regularly for Richmond.

S. J. D. Robinson's (b, 1932-36) speed and place-kicking have been an asset to
the Royal Air Force.

M. J. Miley's (a, 1932-36) character according to the Cranwell College Magazine
is "a solid forward who works very hard when dropped from the XV. Fancies
himself in a polo-sweater. Likes his refreshment standing. Another John Bull? "

Sherborne Pilgrims suffered a heavy defeat at the hands of the Old Hailey
burians.

H. S. Norman-Walker (b, 1930-35), gained his Half Blue for Athletics at
Cambridge by hurdling in the last Varsity games.

GENERAL.

Mr. Lennox-Boyd (g, 1918-23) has been appointed the new Parliamentary
Secretary to the Ministry of Labour.

T. C. M. Hodges (c, 1932-37) has been appointed 2nd Lieutenant in the 4th
Battalion, Hampshire Regiment, Territorial Army.

R. W. Peters (c, 1927-31) has been appointed 2nd Lieutenant in the Royal
Artillery, Territorial Army.

R. A. P. Pinckney (b, 1915-19) was one of the two London architects whose
design for the Sydney Cathedral Extension has been accepted in a contest open
to all architects in the Empire. Two views of the model of the design appeared in
" The Times."

Colonel (temporary Brigadier) J. J. Kingstone (a, 1906-11) D.S.O., M.C., has
been appointed Commandant of the School of Equitation.

Captain P. R. Oliver (j, 1921-25) is a member of the forthcoming Everest
Expedition.

Second-Lieutenant R. H. Wheatley (g, 1929-33) gained Distinguished in the
Army School of Education, Shorncliffe, course for Regimental Officers in November
and December, 1937.

Lieut.-Colonel P. N. Anstruther (a, 1905-09) D.S.O., M.C., has taken over
Command of the 1st Battalion, The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment,
which is now stationed at Shorncliffe.

MARRIAGES.

SWORDER-CLIFF. On January 22nd, 1938, at St. Hybald's Church, Scawby,
near Brigg, Edward Robert Denys (a, 1923-27), only son of Colonel and Mrs. Fred
Sworder, of Hertford, to Elizabeth Irene Talbot, eldest daughter of Mr. Talbot
Cliff, J.P., and Mrs. Cliff, of Scawby Grove.
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BASTIN-STEVEN. On February 19th, 1938, at St. Columba's, Pont Street
by the Rev. Archibald Fleming, D.D., David Terence (b, 1918-23), younger son
of the late Edward M. Bastin, of Exmouth, and Mrs. Bastin, of Foxholes, Haytor,
Devon, to Nancy, second daughter of A. K. Steven, of Bordyke End, Tonbridge,
Kent.

BIRTH.
SHElL. On March 10th, 1938, at Seafield, Totland Bay, LO.W., to Pauline

(nee Kunhardt), wife of F. P. St. Maur Sheil (b, 1924-28), South Wales Borderers,
attached Nigeria Regiment-a son.

50 YEARS.
FROM THE "SHIRBURNIAN" OF MARCH AND APRIL, 1888:

THE One Hundredth Concert of the School Musical Society was given and a presen
tation was made to Mr. L. N. Parker.

School House won the" Glee" (Festa's " Down in a flow'ry vale.").
School House won the Three Cock by a goal and a try to a try.
Price's (c) won Thirds by 1 goal to nil.
Sherborne's first entry for the Public Schools Gym. Competition gained us

10th place, and the hope was expressed that" next time the School competes it
will not be entered as King's School, Sherborne, but as plain Sherborne School."

Home Rule for Ireland was defeated in debate by 10 votes to 7.
The Jubilee window was put in the Upper Library.
From letters :-
" Shirburniensis " suggests" the compilation of a Sherborne School Register

similar to those published by St. Paul's, Merchant Taylors, Haileybury, Clifton,
Tonbridge and other schools." After suggesting two volumes the query ends,
" who is the old Shirburnian with plenty of leisure .... who is willing to undertake
the task?" Mr. H. H. House proved willing in the next issue, and to him we owe
the first Register. This year sees the 3rd edition edited by Mr. W. J. Bensly, O.S.

A Suggestion was received for" hooks or pegs .... in the Fives Courts."
We are glad to see that something has been done after 50 years. (See" Hats.")

" I see that a shorthand class has been started at Rugby, and that a large
number of fellows have already joined it. Could not a similar plan be adopted at
Sherborne?" Mr. Rogers fulfils the need to-day.
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THE DUFFERS.

So far this term we have have had four of the five papers arranged. On January
30th, at Harper House, H. T. Fry gave us a convincing picture of the life and
works (illustrated by records) of that formal, polished prodigy, Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart. On February 13th, at Abbey House, we owe to Mr. Randolph a debt
of gratitude for his inimitable account of Christ's Hospital, its history and customs
as illustrated from his own experience. Particularly one remembers the vague
master who was told of someone's death and replied evasively, "I suppose we
shall need a box, a hammer and some nails." A.]. Weatherhead, at School House,
at last made " Modern Poetry" sound convincing by an admirable explanation
and readings. This was a great stimulant to the Society's powers of invective,
none too sparingly used. F. R. Kittermaster, Esq., gave us a delightfully informal,
interesting and amusing talk on March 13th, at Westcott House. He dealt with
the 18th Century Novelists-Fielding, Sterne, Smollett and Richardson. It is,
from our experience, not presuming too much of A. D. Shirreff that his paper on
Mathew Arnold will complete a term of very memorable performances.

ECLECTICS.

YET another Society was formed at the beginning of the term; it was baptised
the "Eclectics," and its aim was serious and, it was hoped, fairly intelligent
debating. The Society is at the moment limited to 15, and meets on Saturday
evenings in the Oak Room.

The first debate was held on February 12th, the motion being :-" That
Politics are a hollow sham, and not worth bothering about."

The Secretary alleged that this was a remark made by Mr. Green, who accord
ingly attended the debate, together with Mr. Brown and the Headmaster. The
Proposer was S. J. H. Durnford, the Opposer, J. M. Kay, and the motion was lost
by 2 votes (6 to 8). after a debate encouraging enough for a first meeting, but
otherwise rather slow, chiefly because speakers found themselves in the position
of supporting one half of the motion and opposing the other. The motion, in fact,
was not a particularly good one.

The second debate was brought on for February 26th, at a few days' notice,
to discuss the Cabinet crisis. The motion was a vote of censure on the Government:

"That this House deplores the circumstances in which the late Foreign
Secretary was obliged to resign his office, and has no confidence in His Majesty's
present advisers in their conduct of foreign affairs."

Proposer: H. W. King. Opposer: D. M. S. Agnew.
Owing to the School lecture, and the intolerable prolixity of Mr. King's

remarks, speakers found themselves somewhat cramped for time; but almost
everyone spoke, and the debate was highly successful. The motion was carried by
1 vote (6 to 5) .

. On March 12th, the motion was :-" That War is by no means entirely
deplorable."
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Proposer: H. T. Fry. Opposer: G. Clayton.
The debate was a lively one, and was punetuatedby short thrust and counter

thrust between almost heated speakers. Some speeches reached a standard of
considerable excellence, and the debate was distinctly encouraging. After some
hesitance and apparent jugglery with the votes, it appeared that the motion had

.been lost by 1 vote (6 to 7-the decisive vote being cast by Mr. Simms, who attended
the debate).

A team of four" Eclectics" (H. W. King, H. T. Fry, S. J. H. Durnford and
J. M. Kay) was chosen to represent the School in a debate at Downside on March
19th, the motion being :-" That the League of Nations in its present form is an
obstacle to International Peace."

H. W. King and H. T. Fry were with the Proposition, the others with the
Opposition, there being eight speakers on the paper. After a thoroughly enjoyable
debate, in which considerable divergencies of view were revealed within the ranks
of each side, it appeared that the motion had been lost by 1 vote. Amid cheers
and counter-cheers, Mr. King demanded a re-count, but was eventually compelled
to admit defeat. The voting stood at 25 to 26. We all enjoyed the evening very
much, and felt that the idea of Inter-School debating was worth extending.

It was expected that on March 26th,there would be a debate on some aspect
of Religion, probably the relations of Religion and Science.

BEN DAVIS SOCIETY.
THE Ben Davis Society has met three times this term. The first meeting was held
on Sunday, February 6th, when Mr. A. J. P. Andrews gave a lecture entitled
" The Prevention of Accidents in Coal Mines." He illustrated many of his points
by experiments which, like most of Mr. Andrews' experiments, held the audience.
At the second meeting, held on Sunday, February 20th, H. G. M. Peto read
a paper entitled "The Grid System." The lecture was most comprehensive
and was also illustrated by experiments and slides.

The final meeting of the term was held on Sunday, March 20th. Mr. R. H.
Anderson gave a lecture entitled " How to get over some troubles in learning
Mathematics," which was, to say the least of it, out of the ordinary. His lecture
was. illustrated by thousands of small paper cubes, by the use of which he had
evolved a new and easier method of learning maths. It was noted that many
Maths. Masters and many members of Group In were present. W.D.LL.W

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
THE" Imperial Airways" lecture on February 5th was presented by Mr. Jarrett,
who added interesting and amusing information to that supplied by the official
lecture notes. The past, present and future of civil aviation was outlined, and
the organisation of air services and the safety devices and equipment of modern
passenger-carrying aircraft were well described, and a tour was made along one
ofthe chief routes to South Africa, illustrated by excellent slides of the interesting
places visited or seen from the air en route.
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For the fourth year in succession, Lieut.-Colonel C. D. Drew, D.S.a., F.S.A.,
gave the Society a delightful lecture describing the excavations of the previous
year. This time he abandoned the usual topic of Maiden Castle, where another
year's excavations have brought many interesting facts and objects to light, and
spoke on the Roman remains which had been discovered last year inside Dorchester
itself. It is well known that after the Romans captured Maiden Castle, they
founded the Roman City of Dorchester on a site a few miles to the N.E., close to
another British Camp and to an ancient Temple (Maumbury Rings), which was
readily converted into an Amphitheatre. Mediaeval and modern Dorchester were
built on the same site, when abandoned by the Romans, but did not occupy the
whole of the square" castra " fortified by the Roman walls. In the N.W. corner
of this square, now Colliton Park-the proposed site of the new Dorset County
Council Offices-were discovered the extensive remains of a fine Roman villa,
which had remained hidden and untouched for 1,500 years. Mosaic pavements
rivalling those previously unearthed in other parts of Dorchester were found. as
well as the usual coins which help to fix dates.

We hope to visit the site next summer term and to see other places of archaeo
logical interest in the neighbourhood.

Unfortunately, the cancellation of Mr. H. G. Davis' lecture to the School
involved the postponement of his lecture to the Society on " Architecture in
Southern England." It is hoped that he will be able to visit us next Autumn
term, as he is a keen amateur archaeologist and an expert lecturer. D.B.E.

THE \VILmIAN SOCIETY.

Two meetings have been held this term. On February 19th the Society debated
the motion" Great Britain should go to the help of China," and on March 12th
held a Mock Parliament. The Society being on an elective basis and all members
being expected to attend meetings, speeches have been of a varied character, and
on the whole, improved quality.

CINEMA SOCIETY.

AN extra performance of "The Return of Sherlock Holmes" was given at the
beginning of the term in aid of the Abbey School Building Fund, which produced
over £3. Unfortunately, a new photo-electric cell failed to cure the projector
of its fading habit, and the sound gradually dwindled to nothing. Nevertheless,
the performance was not a complete fiasco, and music on the new School gramo
phone provided a suitable background to the exciting climax.

The projector is once again in the hands of the manufacturers for repair.
They have made us an offer to supply a new £175 machine for £35 and our
unsatisfactory projector, and if the money required is forthcoming it is hoped that
this will solve the problem of getting satisfactory sound reproduction from 16 mm.
films.
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"The Good Companions" was shown on a hired Gebescope projector, and a
satisfactory performance was given of this excellent film. The same projector
was used for the" Short Films," but the programme was shorter than was intended,
as the Film Library failed to send three of the eight reels that had been ordered.

" The Passing of the Third Floor Back" will, it is hoped, be shown on the
new projector-a trial run, which will demonstrate the efficiency of the latest
S.P. product. D.B.E.

THE MUSICAL SOCIETY.

AT the end of last term, on Monday, December 20th, the Society performed
Selections from Handel's " Messiah"; soloists were :-

Soprano: P. Mumford. Tenor: Mr. V. H. P. House.
Contralto: Miss Eileen Pilcher. Bass: Mr. R. S. Thompson.

We were particularly glad to see Mr. House again.
Selections were :-

Recitative (tenor): "Comfort ye."
Chorus: "And the Glory of the Lord."
Recitative and Aria (bass): "Thus saith the Lord of Hosts."
Chorus: "And He shall purify."
Recitative (contralto) : "Behold! a virgin shall conceive and bear a son."
Aria and Chorus: "0 Thou that tellest good tidings."
Recitative (bass): "For behold darkness shall cover the earth."
Pastoral Symphony.
Recitative and Aria (contralto): "Then shall the eyes of the Blind be

opened."
Aria (soprano): "Come unto Him all ye that labour."
Chorus: "Surely he hath borne our griefs."
Chorus: "He trusted in God."
Recitative and Aria (tenor): "Thy rebuke hath broken his heart."
Recitative and Aria (tenor) : "He was cut off from the land of the living."
Chorus: "Worthy is the Lamb."

The orchestra then played" Suite for a Chest of Viols," by Giles Farnaby,
and the Society sang the Irish Folk Song, " Hunting the Hare." This was followed
by a song the School regard as one of their own (they had the chorus), "When
Joan's Ale was new." Soli were vigorously declaimed by J. H. Candler (b),
R. F. S. Chignell (h), S. J. H. Durnford (a), J. A. S. Neave (d), C. E. W. Henderson
(h). The Football song broke up the evening in admirable style, the Hon. Sec.
setting a fine example by singing two octaves too high throughout and members
going so far as to omit the words and substitute a rhythm accompaniment. The
Carmen and the King concluded the Concert.
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LES POLYGLOTTES.

THE Society has met so far seven times this term. The first three meetings were
spent in reading Racine's "Athalie." In contrast, the reading of Victor Rugo's
"Rermani" occupied the next three meetings. At the seventh meeting two papers
were read. The first, by P. M. Stevenson, was on "Ibsen," which, together with
an account of his life and works, indicated the literary importance of an author,
who had been to many little more than a name. R. W. King's paper was on an
unusual subject, "Les Protocoles des Peres Erudits de Sion," which proved to
be an intriguing refutation of the alleged Jewish plot to gain world domination.
The Society hopes to read Jules Romains' "M. le Trouhadec saisi par la
Debauche" before the end of term. D.G.K.F.

SHERBORNE SCHOOL ANGLING SOCIETY.

£ s. d.
6 6 0

41 10 0

19 0
1 7 6

1 0

50 3 6
1 6.

-----
£50 5 0

Expenses.
Fee to Dr. Rushton
Fish
Materials from Harden

and Trevett
Dr. Mottram's expenses
Rent

Total

Total
Balance net profit

Balance Sheet, 1937-38.

£ s. d.
13 16 0

19 19 0
16 10 0

£50 5 0Total

Receipts.
Donations
Staff and Honorary

Subscriptions
Boys' Subscriptions

Forecast of Expenses,

Fish for stocking (say)
Lease
Sundry Expenses

1938-39.
£ s. d.

35 0 0
3 10 0
500

Total £43 10 0

Report for 1937-38.

Two hundred two-year-old trout and nine hundred yearlings were put into
the Yeo last March. Of these, in the course of the year, about a dozen two-year
olds and a dozen yearlings were caught. The fish caught were in good condition,
and the yearlings caught in August showed very satisfactory growth. The numbers
caught were not as large as I had hoped. This may partly be accounted for by the
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J. H. RANDOLPH.

fact that the river is exceptionally rich in bottom food, and that it was a very bad
year for fly all through Dorset.

At the same time it was disappointing that hardly any of the fish put in the
Dark Hole area were seen again. Had as many been seen up in this part of the river
as at Thornford, the season would have been quite an encouraging one to start with.

Dr. Mottram paid a visit to the stream in November and expressed the opinion
that if trout can be established in it they should grow to a large size. His doubts
as to the venture were due to the presence of enemies in the shape of herons, pike,
and possible pollution. Of these the first probably constitute the biggest menace.

Dr. Mottram advised the diversion of the Lenthay stream into the Yeo. He
considered that this stream was very suitable indeed for stocking with fry, which
is generally recognised as the best and most economical way of maintaining a
stock of fish.

My impression is that the experiences of the first season warrant the contin
uation of the experiment for at any rate two more seasons. By that time we shall
have got a pretty good idea of how the fish are settling down.

I am very grateful to those members of the staff and other well-wishers who
so kindly subscribed, and I hope I may rely on support during the two next seasons.
After that the Society should be able to manage on an income of about £25 a year,
which I hope it will be possible to get from fishing members.

THE SCHOOL GARDEN.·

A few boys have found time and energy to give assistance occasionally this term,
and their efforts will be amply repaid, as we have been favoured with ideal weather
-dry and warm-for getting a garden into good condition and for planting peas,
beans and potatoes, and for transplanting perennials.

The Rockery is now constructed, but needs stocking. As this report is being
written, Mr. C. H. Middleton and Mr. Clarence Elliott are broadcasting a talk on
Rockeries, and their advice will be followed next term, since the profit made on
last year's potato crop will enable us to buy some choice Alpines, as well as
fertilisers and other more prosaic things that a garden needs. D.B.E

RIDING.

THIS has been enjoyed all this term, under the able direction and tuition of Miss
Young and Mr. Cooke, at the Blackmore Vale Stables. The activities range from
school-work to hacking. In the latter riders are very fortunate in having the run
of the Park, by kind permission of Colonel Digby. There are two Schools, as this
kind of work is the foundation of all riding. There are some small jumps in both
schools and in the enclosed one at the top of the stables there is the bank, typical
of this district. Talks are frequently given after riding by one of the instructors,
and for anyone in the Army Class who is trying for Woolwich or Sandhurst a
course of riding is extremely useful, as one member of the School has already
found out. .S.
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THE WIRELESS SECTION.

DURING the past year the Wireless Section has been going from strength to strength.
and much interesting work has been done.

We did not do much work with portables last summer, but at Camp our field
set was a great success, in spite of rough handling, and the language of a Signal
Sergeant, small in stature but not so in girth and vocabulary.

Last term we relayed two 1st XV matches. During the relay from Marl
borough, the laboratory atmosphere was charged with champagne and cigar
smoke from the wedding-guests, who slipped away to hear the score. As Clifton
had no wireless section, we took a portable there, and set up on their field. A
Cliftonian had written to tell us that the trees, which were to be our aerial poles,
were 27 yards apart, but on arrival we found the spacing was only 27 feet. But in
spite of this, and the fact that the operator working the portable nearly forgot
his morse in the excitement of the match, we informed Sherborne of the good news.

This term we have applied for a licence to use telephony on ultra-short wave
lengths of 5 metres or so, and are building sets for that purpose.

As well as the work with portables, our main transmitter has, of course,
been regularly in touch with Marlborough, Rugby, Radley and Cambridge Univer
sity, and indirectly with Repton, Uppingham and Charterhouse. Next term we
hope also to work Blundell's, and Clifton have shown considerable interest.

Anyone keen on Wireless who wants to join the Signallers should apply to
Mr. Green. For the benefit of those who abhor "l'affaire militaire," I should
explain that the Wireless Section, although officially incorporated with the a.T.C.,
is really a voluntary spare-time occupation.

In conclusion, I should like to thank Mr. Palmer for the freedom with which
we are allowed to use the Physics Laboratory. l\LA.F.
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BATCOMBE AGAIN.

ONCE more members of the School have had the good fortune to be invited to the
Home of St. Francis, at Batcombe-but this time not for the purpose of mud-or
cement-slinging. Four School Prefects (Geake, King, Candler and Dick) visited
the Home on March 5th and 6th, and four more will be doing the same on March
27th. The first party started out at 2.15 p.m. on Saturday, not perhaps without
some faint misgivings. We had been presented with formidable-looking pro
grammes of the da.y's activities-religious conferences, and so on-but any such
misgivings as we may have had were turned to dust by the following evening.

The programme kicked off with a six-a-side soccer match on a field approxi
mately half the size of Carey's, and about as level as Cheap Street-and the side
playing uphill demanded quarter-and three-quarter-as well as half-time, when
one of the wayfarers (right-wing) suddenly stopped talking and treated the panting
teams to a Harmonica Concerto. During the evening, Brother Kenneth showed us
round his very well-equipped printing-press, until it was time for the sing-song.
Passing beneath by the now famous notice, " Abandon swank, all ye who enter
here," we found Brothers Francis and Charles to the fore with piano and violin;
among the songs was an unending masterpiece with the incessant refrain, " For
they're tough, mighty tough, in the West." The verses were filled out with various
side-lights on Western toughness, which appears to be quite extraordinary. Finally,
the Sherborne Brethern obliged with" One finger, one thumb ... ", which seemed
to be appreciated, and the party broke up for supper. The rest of the evening
was spent in a confused babel, of which a tiny fraction was found on analysis to
consist of a Darts match, a piano, songs in German, a violin, a flute and two
discussions-one on Blood-sports, the other on Pacifism. After Prayers, the party
dispersed to bed. One of the visitors who happened to be in Brother Douglas's
room, noticed such a collection of interesting books at his elbow that he was to be
found still reading at 3 a.m. on Sunday-an experience from which at the time of
going to press it is thought he has not yet fuHy recovered.

However, two of us were up in time for a walk before breakfast upon the
hills just above the Home. It is a sad reflection that most of us spend the best
part of the day in bed asleep (or dressing, which is worse); even on this occasion
the morning was already but a faded image of itself; but we were just in time to
catch a fleeting picture from the top of the Batcombe Hills. Away to the north
stood a slight rise, with the morning mist thicker about it; behind it, we knew,
was Sherborne. Already (it seems odd) that word suggested a half-forgotten
world far different from the puzzling one that lay at our feet, and watched the
creeping sunlight roll back the shadow of the hills which brooded over it.

After breakfast was the morning conference, on the subject, "What think
ye of the Church?" It went with a swing for an hour and a half, and was extremely
interesting and instructive. The Church's aim, declared Brother Algy, was the
" redemption of the world in brotherly concord." It seemed a Herculean task;
and when the conference broke up, the main upshot of the discussion was a reali
sation of the necessity in the Church of some sort of social consciousness. Simple
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ministering to the soul and no interest in anything else, roundly declared one of the
visitors, was no good; and this was but an extreme enunciation of the general
trend of the discussion.

We then set off for a walk along the Batcombe Hills in the direction of High
Stoy, accompanied by Brothers Stephen, Kenneth and Lee. The scenery was
magnificent, and the weather was doing positively its best-there was not a cloud
in the sky. But we soon fell to conversation which became so engrossing that
what must have been a good walk seemed like a mere stroll so far as time was
concerned. The Brothers unfolded to us the real significance of the Franciscan
order, why they had felt compelled to join it-in short, their whole view of life;
but it would be quite impossible in a mere press account to give the least idea of
the absorbing interest we felt in what they had to tell us. We arrived back in time
for an inspection of the Home's two workshops before lunch.

After lunch we removed the donkey which had strolled into the refectory,
and after a short pause talking in the sun, set off for another walk, this time with
Brothers Algy, Francis and Lee. We made our way up the hills in a westerly
direction to a curious, and apparently artificial, formation like an open-air theatre,
which Brother Frands wanted to show us. From Brother Frands' " stalls" there
was a magnificent view across the" stage" as far as Glastonbury Tor-but a
slight haze prevented the fullest view. At this point Brother Algy left us; we
pushed on almost as far as Upper Sydling, and eventually returned to Batcombe
via the" Cross and Hand" stone-whose story you will find, if you want to know
it, in Thomas Hardy. It is easy to rhapsodise about natural scenery, but hard
to do it well; and it needs a more sensitive hand than mine to describe what we
saw on that Sunday afternoon. Suffice it to say that it was some of the best
I have ever seen; and the perfect weather put the finishing touches on it.

It was a long walk, and the tea which was waiting for us when we returned
was very welcome. Afterwards, there was the Evening Conference: "\Vhat
think ye of Christ?" It was perhaps less definite than the morning conference,
and finally resolved itself into a discussion of the character of Edward Wilson;
it was felt there was still a lot to be said when the clock declared it was time to
stop. The few minutes before the car arrived to snatch us away were spent
chattering, securing photographs and admiring the sunset, which was quite wonder
ful. The whole country-even the hills but a few yards distant-was charged with
a sombre purple, and the sky glowed a fierce blood-red. The best was over when
we reached the top of the hills on our way back to Sherborne; but what there was
to be seen seemed trivial and unreal beside the thoughts that flew confusedly
through our heads after what we had seen and heard at Batcombe.

It is impossible to give any account of what we really did feel. Not a moment
of our stay had been tedious; and yet a visit of 27t hours seemed to us more like
a fortnight, so full was it of mental activity and fresh experience. We felt that
we were leaving behind a completely different world from the one to which we
were accustomed-and it was rather impressive.
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CULTURAL.

THE SHIRBURNIAN

AN HOUR'S MUSIC.

THIs annual function was attended by some members of the School on Wednesday,
March 9th, at 6 p.m., in the Abbey. Jelly d'Aranyi (violin), and Mary McDougall
(soprano) were each accompanied by Bertrand Harrison on the organ.

In this place Jelly d'Aranyi was in her element. Perhaps it was the effect of
darkness, perhaps the assonant qualities of those walls that produced the effect
of the singing of a choir from one small bow. Such delight was there that it is
impossible to analyse it.

The first three pieces played by Jelly d'Aranyi were" Adagio" by Bach,
" Melody" by Gluck, and" Chaconne" by Bach. Bach's" Adagio" was similar
in its beauty and long lilt to his" Air on the G String," Gluck's" Melody" was
simple and memorable, but the" Chaconne " was not simple, and because 6f its
long-winded complexity difficult to grasp easily. But it was in this that Jelly
d'Aranyi performed the amazing feat of correcting a mistake by the organist,
who inadvertently turned over two pages at once. As it happened the co
ordination was perfect.

Mary McDougall sang three songs-Handel's " Oh ! had I Jubal's lyre," from
Joshua, Bach's" Bist du bei mir"; and the bright secularity of Henry Purcell's
" Hark the echoing air," from the opera" The Fairy Queen." Lack of power
was more than compensated for by great purity of tone.

Jelly d'Aranyi played as her last three pieces Larghetto from Concerto in
D Major, by Beethoven, Adagio from Concerto in D Major, by Brahms, Andante
from Concerto in E Minor, by Mendclssohn. All three were slow movements of
great beauty and fine interpretation, if the Mendelssohn was a trifle sweet-toothed.

In general this was probably the most memorable Hour's Music in the Abbey
yet held. Praise is almost impertinence for the way in which the violin accorded
with the surroundings, and no praise can be too high for the singing of Mary
McDougall and the accompaniment of Bertrand Harrison on that masterpiece of
manipulative effort, the Abbey Organ.

VIOLIN RECITAL.

A VIOLIN recital was given by Jelly d'Aranyi, accompanied by Ethel Hobday
(piano), in the Big Schoolroom, at 8 o'clock on March 8th.

It is one of Sherborne's pleasures that Jelly d'Aranyi loves playing in Sher
borne and that her audiences delight in listening to her. In this programme her
technique and interpretation were flawless (who shall dare to criticize among the
half-perfect those who are near perfect ?). Our only cause for criticism was her
programme. It is very questionable whether the School can get anything but
indigestion (musical as well as physical) from a programme which begins with
a long Sonata followed by a Concerto of almost equal length.

The programme started with Schumann the Romantic-Sonata for violin
and piano in D Minor, Opus 121. Unfortunately, the refrigerator qualities of
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the Big Schoolroom windows put a chill on the player's sympathy and tone. But
in the "semplice," slow and rather sugary, and in the last movement, "con
moto," tone and feeling reasserted itself. The School bravely forebore to cheer
till the end.

Though a second long piece plainly bored the School, musical pundits enjoyed
the perfection of tone and the amazing quality of, it seemed, a full orchestra in
Bruch's Concerto for violin and piano, C Minor, No. 2. The prelude started on
a melodic Hungarian note, but it was in the Adagio, as in the slow movement of
the Sonata, that the artist really attracted those who had not got indigestion.
The Concerto ended in an " allegro energico," in which energy and ingenuity were
applied in a difficult, but successful co-ordination of both instruments.

Then came those" gateaux" which the present writer believes to be infinitely
the most suitable form of concert-music for a School. "Tzigane" (dedicated to
the artiste) was typical of Ravel and Jelly d'Aranyi. In it was the modern form
yet the old, rather sweet barbarism of Hungary. To conclude we had
" Scherzando" by Marsick, "Passepied" by Delibes-Gruenberg, and "Taran
tella" by Wieniawski. A cynical friend proclaimed these to be written while
shaving or between drinks; they seemed to satisfy the School, which was what
mattered at that moment. Prolonged applause brought an encore in the form of
" La ronde des lutins," by Battistini (written in a train, said my friend) and one may
be sure that a very welcome evening had been encored into the night had not the
arm of authority intervened somewhat soon with the much-merited cheers.

THE GLEES.

THE Inter-House Singing Competition was held in the Concert Room on March
9th, at 8 p.m. Mr. D. D. R. Pouncey, M.A., Mus. B., Organist and Master of
the Choristers, Wells Cathedral, adjudicated. The Glee was the XVI Century
madrigal by John Bartlett, " When from my love I looked for love" ; the Shout,
euphemistically called the Unison Song, was set by Charles Wood to a poem of
Walt Whitman's, "Ethiopia Saluting the Colours."

The order is appended :-
Madrigal. Shout.

Harper House. Harper House.
Abbey House. Westcott House.
Lyon House. Abbey House.
Westcott House. Lyon House.
School House" B." School House" B."
School House" A." School House" A."
The Green. Abbeylands.
Abbeylands (no entry). The Green.

Harper House also won the Halliday Challenge Cup for musicianship
H. T. Fry (senior), A. D. Nourse (junior), a notable triple crown.
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LECTURE.

ON Saturday, March 12th, at 8 p.m., Mr. Arthur ScoU, School Custos, delivered
a lecture on the" School," to School House and Elmdene. The Headmaster,
Mrs. Wallace, Mr. Westlake and Mr. Gourlay were also present. Warr manipu
lated the lantern and slides, kindly lent by the Archaeological Society.

Many of the details of the present School are probably familiar to those who
have studied the pamphlet concerning them, or to others who have gone further,
in Wildman's " History of Sherborne." Of the lecture as a whole, then, we will
say little-it covered the ground admirably under the headings of the Abbey,
School House Dining Hall and adjacent rooms, the old Lady Chapel, the Slype
and Old Cloisters, the Library, the Chapel, the Cloisters, the School House Studies,
Concert Room, Swimming Bath, Gym., Science Buildings, Playing Fields and
Houses. These were fully commented on by the lecturer with excellent and
valuable slides.

But it is not of the more familiar details we would speak. The interest of the
lecture lay in its exposition of hidden facts and delights, and in the personality
and asides of the lecturer.

At random we publish for the benefit of old and new Shirburnians many
interesting (if unrelated) notes. The School House Dining Hall has been used as
Schoolroom, Billet for Cromwell's soldiers and Assize room. It was built in 1670
and the date is found in the inscription over the South Door. Taking the heavy
black letters separately we get 1670, together 1550, the date of the Charter. In
the same hall, Edward VI's. statue of Purbeck marble cost £9 5s. 4d., and an item
in the Governors' Minutes" For washing ye King, 6d,"

The Oak Room was once the School Library and books were chained in those
days. The marks of the chains are still to be seen on certain old books at the end
of the Upper Library. Whitewash marks on the North side of the Abbey to the
left of the Slype, show us where the old Box buildings of the 17th Century (once
used as a San.) used to project out towards the present Headmaster's House.
Before the present house was built in 1860, the Headmaster used to live in the
Old Lady Chapel. When this was destroyed the old Tudor windows were included
in the extension to the Prep. The gable below the clock marks the site of the
Monks' dormitories where the lead-work was done for the Abbey roof. On the
right-hand side inside the Slype is a cubicle where the bodies of dead monks were
laid before burial. The tooth stones on the outside of the Library (over the Lower
Library and Mr. Gourlay's class-room) mark the arches of the old cloisters; the
present flying buttresses were put up to support the Library when the cloister was
removed. In the centre of this cloister (i.e., in the centre of the green opposite
the Lower Library) stood the Conduit. The staircase from Mr. Gourlay's room to
the Upper Library is 13th Century with a 13th Century window. Next door, the
Lower Library was where the monks kept their port. In the Upper Library, one
does not often notice the beautiful wind-braces in the ceiling, to show which an
old attic floor was taken out. Similarly worthy of notice are the Orlando di Lasso
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madrigals in the case at the south end, the only complete set in the country. The
shields hanging on the walls are those from the Sherborne Pageant. The Library
floor is of oak taken from the beams of the old Town Hall, which stood on the
south of the Abbey by the present War Memorial. The Cloisters used to be the
old Norman crypt-a dog-toothed Norman arch can still be seen to the right of
the Pound. The big arch over the windows second from the right on the Courts
side of the School House studies used to be a door with two niches above it. An
outside stairway used to run into the bow windowed study next to this blocked-up
doorway. On the chimney directly opposite the Main Gate may be seen the scarred
emblems of the Apostles (the ram for St. John). Mr. Scott's father rescued from
one of the three fires the studies have undergone the assistant master who used to
sleep in a room there. The studies wall used to be twice its present height with a
gateway where the present gap is; Mr. Scott well remembers playing cricket
on the VI Form Green, with a beer barrel for a wicket in those days. More recently
few know that the shields over the Courts side of the Main Gate are those of Mr.
Nowell Smith (Headmaster), Sir Reginald Blomfield (Architect), and Colonel
Goodden (Chairman of the Governors). Of the Courts; where the new classrooms
stand, stood a row of limes with a 6ft. high wall; the gateway on the Upper
took the place held now by the Tower; and when the Chapel was not yet extended,
the town's route to the West door of the Abbey was through the Courts. Into
the new Swimming-bath in 1873, Dr. Harper, then Headmaster, took the first
header and the soil taken from its excavation filled up the Monks' Fishpond into
a Headmaster's garden, over which Arthur's father well remembered rowing.
In the Museum the upper and lower jaw of a Megalosaurus and a Paleolithic Bone
are (or should be) the envy of England. Carey's, as many know, was levelled by
Freeman with the help of the School (1913), finished in 1928, and the Carey
Memorial Gates were designed by Mr. Leonard Davies and forged by Mr. King,
a local smith. Not many, however, know that the Green once bore the title of
the Angel Inn and was Sherborne's main coaching hostelry.

These notes do ill justice to a very comprehensive survey. They omit to
mention, too, the classical " Arthurian" style in which the whole lecture was
given. Jokes long since dead on the lips of music-hall favourites were given new
life and every aside was greeted with uncontrollable mirth. One will always remem
ber Arthur on ghosts :-" Canon Westcott, late Headmaster, used to talk about
, the cowled monks who prowled the cloisters at night: but I have never met
anyone worse than myself when locking up at night. Someone said you couldn't."
Perhaps it was the same" wag" who asked Arthur if Alfred wore the O.S. tie,
and whether he had his half-term report. There was his attack on the present
generation of "two-legged donkeys" who, like the four-legged one his father
remembered, still haunt the cloisters. There was his sepulchral gloating over
the monks buried "outside the Headmaster's front door," and too, the awful
tale of how, on one of the Headmaster's errands, Arthur ran over the lawn into
an elm-tree and" was flattened out like a piece of notepaper."
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Mr. Scott, cheered to every echo in the Physics Laboratory, gave a final
recitation in the Dorset tongue of " The Gurt Woak Tree that lives in the Dell,"
whose author, Barnes, Arthur well-remembered seeing in his long-coat and breeches.

" I well remember," prefaced every sentence of the lecture, and when one
realises that Charles Scott and Arthur Scott, his son, gave 128 years continuous
service to the School, it will be seen that the formula is justified. He did" well
remember," and to those listening it seemed that it was only yesterday Mr. Scott
was running round with the notices of Masters of 50 years ago, so well did he recall
them and their day. This lecture, and I hope, this account of it, is some sort of
a tribute to the life work of Mr. Arthur Scott, School Custos, and his father.

SHERBORNE REGISTER.
(3rd Edition, 1550-1937, published for the O.S. Society at the Cambridge

University Press-price 15/-).

AFTER reading this book-it is far more than a list-one can only wonder that so
much energy, industry, vital information and scholarship can be available in one
volume for three crowns. One has become accustomed to the production of
mammoth books at infinitesimal prices; one is used to seeing the Bible for 6d. ;
and" All Shakespeare ever wrote" for about all he was ever paid for one play.
But beside these two indispensable volumes every Shirburnian should place a
third-the" Sherborne Register." One has heard rumour that many have not
subscribed for it but it seems incredible that anyone even remotely connected
with Sherborne could ever be without it. It should be a compulsory item on the
bill of every present and future boy in the School.

But let not the casual reader think that its use is that of an index to his some
time school-fellows. It is an index primarily and a very good one; well one
remembers seeing great Bradshaws of school registers compiled with the intricacy
of a Clapham Junction without any apparent method. But even from names
" the reader .... with a clarity mellowed by time will supply the missing facts
and fancies, and call up faces that lay dim in the mirror of recollection, attaching
to their names true incidents, inventing others, and wondering at their subsequent
careers."

Nay more. Though such a list, its chronological and alphabeticalindex,take
some 510 of our 540 pages, in the intervening lists and records we are enabled
to fill in the barest details which statement of names, years and our failing
memories would otherwise deny us. This, says its editor, is " a composite pro
duction" and every sphere of life at Sherborne is represented by its particular
expert. Mr. O'Hanlon, in concise, yet personal style, continues the .description
of the School and its buildings where it was left by Mr. Wildman. Included too,
are essential notes on the Statutes, the Governing Body, Boarding Houses and the
Preparatory School. In these, which form the first part of the volume, are included
full lists of the Governors, Headmasters, Ushers, Assistant Masters, down to such
necessary and well-remembered officials as Chaplains, Bursars, M.O's. Music
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Teachers, San.-Matrons, Lab. Demonstrators, and Workshop Instructors. And,
those pillars of the School, the Headmaster's Secretary and the'School Custos.

Statistically speaking the equipment is admirable. Lists of Exhibitions,
Heads of School, and Prizes are all brought up to 1937. There is invaluable informa
tion about the Musical Society and its activities, written by the present Director.
Similarly treated, with lists of prize-winners, officers and matches, are the Art
School, School Societies, the O.T.C., and particularly the Games and their fields.
Included too, are notes on Squash, Lawn Tennis, Fives, Athletics, Swimming,
the Gym., Boxing and Fencing. Then too, there are short notes on the O.S.
Society, the Sherborne Pilgrims, the O.S. Golfing Society, the 0.5. Lodge and
Southwark.

Much of this information is interesting; all of it priceless. For the care taken
in everything, from the School songs to the maps, this review must give especial
praise to Mr. G. O'Ranlon, Mr. Jeston Homfray, Brigadier A. H. Moberly, Mr.
R. J. L. Kingsford, and the founder of the Register, Mr. H. H. House. To this
Committee, and to all who willingly complied in answering the Editor's" inquisi
tiveness," we owe a book which is a permanent record of the" Foundation which
for over 12 Centuries in a lovely place has been dedicated to godliness and good
learning." But above all to the Editor, Mr. W. J. Bensly, we would pay tribute for
putting the School once more in his debt with a lasting monument to them both.

CAROL SERVICE.

SIMILAR to that of King's, Cambridge, our usual Carol-service with 5 lessons was
held in the Abbey on Wednesday, December 18th, 1937, last term. This was one
of the best carol-services yet held. Carols sung were :-

In Du1ci Jubilo-XIV Century melody.
Unto us is Born a Son-XIV Century melody.
Lullay my liking-Modern.
Quem Pastores-German XIV Century.
Chanticleer Carol-English Traditional.
God rest you merry Gentlemen-Early English.
Coventry Carol-XIV Century melody.

" The idea that its leaves are the chief grace of a tree is a vulgar one, on a
par with the idea that his hair is the chief grace of a pianist." -Chesterton.

" Art is like Sunday; it must be kept apart from the pre-occupations of the
week." - Wilenski.

" It is well always to talk about peace and to strive and suffer for peace;
but it is better at the same time to understand the causes which lead to wars."
-Clmrchill.
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THE LIBRARY.
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THE following books are among those recently added to the Library :

Northwest Passage. Kenneth Roberts.
Flying Fox and Drifting Sand. Francis Ratcliffe.
Shakespearian Comedy. H. B. Charlton.
Heat and Thermo-Dynamics. Roberts.
Electronic Theory of Valency. Sidgwick.
Synthetic Rubber. Naunton.
The Law and the Prophets. Peake and Fleure.
Tarka the Otter. Henry Williamson.
Peer Gynt. Ibsen.
An Experiment with Time. J. W. Dunne.
Pilgrims of the Wild. Grey Owl.
Ends and Means. Aldous Huxley.
Hockey. D. S. Milford.
Athletics. Achilles Club.
A British Railway behind the Scenes. Williamson.
The World since the War. Stephen King-Hall.
Lessing. H. B. Garland.
Conquering Space and Time. A. M. Low.
Beneath the Surface. Towner Coston.
Shelley, Godwin and their Circle. H. N. Brailsford.
Men of Mathematics. E. I. Bell.
Strafford. Earl of Birkenhead.

The Librarians are very grateful to H. W. Lewer, Esq., for the books presented
by him, and to G. B. Petter, O.S., for the framed cartoons. They would also draw
the attention of the School to the purchase of Meyer's Lexikon, and Keesing's
Contemporary Archives, reference books of great importance, of which it is hoped
people will make use. The former is the German equivalent of the Encyclopaedia
Brittanica, the latter a weekly news-digest .

.. Love is one of the few diseases of the liver which cannot be cured by an
apple a day."-Arlen.

.. Experience is the name everyone gives to their mistakes."-Wilde.

.. They say that when good Americans die they go to Paris."-Wilde.
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THE results of rec,ent Shooting Competitions have been as follows :-

Total.
98
87

Average.
87
85
83.7

Snap.
25
25

5. Elderton's
6. Parry-Jones'
7. Thompson's

Westlake
Gray

1. (d).

SENIOR SHOOTING.

(Highest possible score-120).

Average.
1. Hey's 94.6
2. Barlow's 91.3
3. School House 89
4. Ross' 89

The Marksman's Cup was won by H. W. King (b) with 118. Second, A. G.
Dick (a) with 117.

The House Pairs Competition was finally won by Barlow's, after an exciting
struggle with Ross'. Each team made an equal score, and the result had to be
determined by their firing at Small Application targets until one went outside
the Bull's-eye. The actual result was as follows :-

Group. Rapid.
25 48
20 42

185

2. (g). R. J. C. Atkinson
Munden

25
25

46
44

25
20

96
89

185

3. (b). H. W. King
Hannay

25
25

47
47

20
20

92
92

184

4. (S.H.b). Dick
Peacock

25
20

46
48

20
20

91
88

179
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Group Rapid Snap Total
5. (c) . Floyer 20 48 20 88

Parker 20 39 20 79

167

6. (f). Hurndall 20 40 15 75
M. King 25 47 5 77

152

7. (S.H.a). Corke 20 34 20 74
Streeter 15 39 20 ·74

148

8. (h). C. Henderson 15 44 20 79
L. Kilpatrick 20 31 10 61

140

Average.
80.5
79.8
77.6

5. Barlow's
6. Ross'
7. Thompson's

JUNIOR SHOOTING.

(Highest possible score-110).

Average.
1. Parry-Jones' 90.4
2. Elderton's 85.6
3. Hey's 85.26
4. School House 83.7

Leading Scores :-Vipan (h)-108. Cameron (a)-106. Carrington (b)-104.

VIII.

The VIII has had 18 Postal Matches during the term-fired in three separate
shoots-of which I regret to say we won 5, lost 12 and drew 1. The results were
as follows :-

February 12th.
Sherborne

L. Marlborough
L. Glenalmond.oo
L. K.C.S. Wimbledon
D. Dulwich
W. Loretto

Group.
75

Rapid.
365

Snap.
190

Total.
630
644
643
639
630
617
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Total.
84
85
77
72
75
78
75
73

Total.
623
659
654
649
637
635
597
Total.
627
655
637
636
629
610
604
587

the tpam and

Snap.
175

Snap.
175

Snap.
25
25
25
20
20
25
25
20

16th,

Rapid.
377

Rapid.
383

Group.
75

Group.
65

H. W. King ...
A. G. Dick
P. W. E. Kidner
M. A. Floyer
"Durnford
M. King
D. Eames
De Glanville

L.
L.
L.
L.
W.
W.
W.

February 28th.
Sherborne

L. Sutton Valence School
L. Rossall
L. Kelly College
L. Winchester
L. Oundle
W. Allhallows
March 14th.

Sherhorne
Repton
City of London School
Wellington College
Wellington School
Malvern
King's College, Taunton
Canford

In the "Country Life" Competition, fired on :March
scores were as follows:- (Highest possible score-85).

Group. Rapid.
10 49
10 50
10 42
10 42
10 45
10 43
5 45

10 43

75 359 185 619

9th Man: Whitehead. Team Leader: Henderson, C.
Compared with our terrible lapses in previous years, this was a considerable

improvement; it may just bring us on the bottom of next year's long list of " Last
Year's Leading Scores." Anyway, we were glad to see Major Randolph lose his
bet that we should get less than 600 on the target shooting. The result on the
Landscape Target was poor, though this was through no fault of the team Leader
who gave his fire-orders extremely clearly.

It is just about this stage of the year that one feels the shooting season really
begins. The two terms of practice in the Miniature Range are after all but an
introduction to the real thing-and when the climax has been reached in " Country
Life," one's thoughts begin to turn to the open range and to Bisley. Now is the
time for those who will consider whether they will take up shooting as a summer
occupation.
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Shooting people-as anyone who goes to Bisley in July can see for himself
-are in a sense a race apart: they are a band of super-enthusiasts with a Mecca
of their own. To the unsympathetic observer, their life is an uncolourful one;
while others rejoice in civilised sports in garb as immaculate as it is picturesque,
shooters appear to circulate in a world of oily rags, in clothes no less shabby than
they are unconventional. But enthusiasm provides a compensation-more than
a compensation-which only initiates can understand.

Now, then, is the time to decide whether to fake up this strange but delightful
occupation. At the moment, and for some time now, the VIII has been drawn
almost exclusively from three Houses in the School-which is surely a great pity.
It is true that the very nature of shooting, and of the Range, makes it possible
to manage only a comparatively limited number-and for that reason it is not
right for anyone to take up shooting merely as a refuge from cricket. What we
want are people who are rather keen on shooting than bored with something else,
and who show some standard (not necessarily at the moment a very high one) of
proficiency: and I am sure there is no lack of these, though some may not have
thought of it yet. This, of course, is where the Junior Shooting Competition is
invaluable-in showing younger members of the School just how good they are.
It may, perhaps, be worth while if the writer recounts his own experience: he
treated Junior Shooting (never having touched a rifle in his life before) as a mildly
amusing interlude. Curiously enough, he happened to score 36 out of 40 in Rapid,
and finished with 93 out of 100 (Snap was out of 15 in those days). He thought no
more of it, until his House Shooting Captain suddenly suggested he should take
the thing up seriously. It seemed a fantastic idea at the time, but eventually,
having no great love for the Summer Term alternative, he hesitatingly did so,
and was taken to Bisley with the Cadet Pair.. That was in 1934, and he has been
going to Bisley each July ever since, and enjoying it more each time. He gives
these facts in the hope that those who made good scores in Junior Shooting and
are not Cricket prodigies may think twice before abandoning the idea of taking up
Shooting; there are sure to be some who will find it worth while.

During the coming holidays we hope, as usual, to take a party of ten or more
to Bisley for a preliminary practice, and the experience of the Bisley Ranges,
which often comes in very useful when the team goes up again in July. The dates
will probably be April 28th, 29th and 30th, and it is hoped the party will be once
again under the charge of the indefatigable Mr. Gourlay, whom we cannot thank
too much for so kindly sparing three days of his holiday. This time, perhaps, we
shall be able to take him to some more interesting films. H.W.K.

" A gentleman is a man who is never unintentionally rude to anyone." --Arlen.
" It is not history that repeats itself but historians who repeat one another."

-Beerbohm.
" All women become like their mothers. This is their tragedy. No man does.

That is his,"-Wilde.
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FOOTBALL.
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THE season was a disappointing one. At the beginning of the term available
material seemed to suggest that we should have a first-class side. In actual fact,
the team, with a little more luck on their side, might have been written down as
a very good one. From the start of the term we were dogged by ill luck in the
matter of finding a fly-half. Watts, who appeared to be the obvious choice,
because of his greater speed and strength, was injured on three occasions. Collins,
however, once he gained his confidence, eventually filled the bill. We failed to
win the Tonbridge and Downside matches by the odd try only, and it is worth
remembering that Tonbridge were an unbeaten side this year. Blundell's again
beat us convincingly through superior opportunism and backing up.

The three-quarters remained unchanged throughout most of the season,
though there were some early experiments on the right wing. They could play very
dangerous football, but while the centres were inclined to do the wrong thing on
occasion, such as for instance, an over-indulgence in missed drop-goals at Marl
borough, the wings were slow to react to an unforeseen situation. The latter
criticism is one that can be levelled against the side as a whole. At half we were
well equipped, though it is the writer's opinion that the time taken for the ball to
travel from the back of the scrum to the centre three-quarters was much greater
than it appeared.

The forwards took some time to settle down because it was difficult to fix the
last two places. Eventually, however, they trained on into a vigorous and solid
pack. Their great strength lay in their foot-work in the open and it is doubtful
if a better display of loose-rushing by a Sherborne pack has been seen for some
time than that against Marlborough. Their chief weakness was the slowness of
their heeling when in a tactical position to do so. This was in part due to their
deafness to the leader and in part to their lack of realisation of the situation.
In choosing a full back there were some anxious moments, but eventually Bulmer
won his way back into the side and played excellently at Marlborough and Clifton.

The chief lessons to be learned from this season are to back up and to react
to an unforeseen situation.

CHARACTERS OF THE XV.
J. A. S. Neave (Captain) (forward, second row). A very hard-going forward,

who never spared himself. It was in no way due to a lack of enthusiasm on his
part that the side did not have a successful season. Though still inclined to be
blind in the loose scrums, he showed real fire and vigour in the open.
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C. F. V. Martin (forward, second row). A sound and experienced forward,
especially good in covering in defence. Played some excellent games.

E. P. T. Letchworth (forward, front row). One of the best natural forwards
in the School for some time. A very good dribbler and tackler. A model for
front-row packing.

C. E. W. Henderson (forward, back row). Strong and fairly fast. A good
tackler and good in the line-out. Sometimes clumsy and blind in the loose scrums.

J. H. Candler (wing forward). At his best when there was some fighting to
be done, and therefore never as much at home at wing-forward. A vigorous
spoiler, good in the line-out and good with his hands.

J. J. S. Green (forward, front row). A good hooker and a neat player. His
chief fault was a deafness to leader's instructions.

J. J. Wylie (wing forward). A converted three-quarter, useful in the open and
in the line-out. With more experience and practice should turn into a sound
forward.

G. R. Bramall (forward, front row). Gained his place in the pack by hard
going, although two stone lighter than any of the rest. A fierce and vigorous
forward. Sometimes inclined to waywardness and deafness to the leader.

H. P. Williams (scrum-half). A very sound player, who only needs greater
quickness at the base of the scrum to be very good indeed. Has a good knowledge
of the game, a dangerous break-away, and kicked in defence very well.

M. A. R. Collins (fly-half). Came into the side late, and fully justified his
inclusion. Possessing very good hands and a good kick, he lacked the experience
and self-confidence which would have enabled him to make the most of his natural
gifts.

S. F. St. M. Williams (right wing). A young and promising player, whose
proper place is probably in the centre. Adaptive, though not a really fast runner
and as yet not a certain tackle.

D. Hutchison (right centre). On his day, very good, but not consistent. Too
inclined to snatch his passes and not too certain in giving them. The sternest
tackler on the side, but a weak kick.

P. S. D. Griffin (left centre). Has all the potentialities of a first-class player,
except possibly weight. But he seemed to lose confidence in himself, and too often
tried the right thing at the wrong time and allowed himself to be put off his natural
game.

D. H. Dammers (left wing). A beautiful runner and a much improved kick;
too slow to react to the unexpected situation and not too certain in the stopping
of a rush. A very dangerous attacking player. .

A. D. B. Bulmer (full back). Pardonable nervousness spoilt his hands and
his confidence at the beginning of the season, but he overcame this and played a
very sound game. His kicking was good and his pluck in going down to rushes an
object lesson to all young players.
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2ND XV, 1937.

The second XV. had a very successful season. The pack was perhaps not
quite so good as in one or two recent years, but to compensate there was much
greater scoring power among the backs.

At half, Munden played well after a shaky start, which was made more difficult
owing to the fact that he had at various times four different fly-halves to play with.
Both centres were good in attack, though both were liable to weakness in defence,
due to poor positioning in the early games. They will both be here for another
season and should be very useful next year.

On the wings, Sassoon and Coombe were both exceptionally fast for a 2nd XV.
and scored many tries.

The forwards took some time to settle down, and presented many difficulties
in selection. Ultimately they became, under Humphreys' leadership, a hard
working, though not particularly skillful combination.

Of those who failed to find places in the side, Irvine at fly-half and Cooper,
among the forwards, both played on many occasions as substitutes and were,
perhaps, unlucky not to get caps.

The best performances were against the Tank Corps, who were beaten 21-0,
and the 26th Brigade, R.A., who were beaten 26-5. As usual it proved difficult
to find adequate opposition among the school sides played.

The team was :-Peacock, Sassoon, Walker, Henderson, Coombe; \Vatts,
Munden (Captain); Humphreys, Davidson, Sanctuary, Hildesley, Burt, Vellacott,
Watkins and Parsons.

THE 3RD XV.
The 3rd XV of 1937 had on the whole a most satisfactory season. Four out

of the five matches were won, each by a good margin of points, and the total number
of points scored for and against, 123-30, shows that there was plenty of thrust
and scoring power in the side. The first match v. Clayesmore, was lost by 10 points
to 13, and this was due in some degree to the attitude in which the side went on
to the field. It was rather too confident and the pill of defeat was made even
more bitter on account of this.

The side as it stands on paper never once played together. Irvine frequently
played for the 2nd XV, and of the forwards, Cooper and Kidner were most often
absent. This made it necessary to include several players who unfortunately,
cannot appear in the list. Of these, the most consistent were two forwards, Young
and Henson, G. L.

One of the most essential things for a team, is that it must have a good Captain
and leader of forwards, and in Chignell we had both. He captained the side and
led the forwards most excellently and a great deal of our success was due to him.
The pack which he led got through any amount of honest work in the tight and in
the loose, gave the ball to the three-quarters, and often provided a man to finish
off a movement and score the try. This is as it should be. The halves did not often
play together and in the absence of Irvine, Leslie-Jones, P. M., filled the place very
well and got his three-quarters moving to the confusion of the other side. Th e
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27- 3

123-30

Wellington10-13
43- 0
12- 3
31-11

place-kicking of the Leslie-Jones' was often excellent. Hewitt, at scrum-half,
always played a hard game, got rid of the ball quickly and excelled in breaking
up movements from the base of the opposing scrum.

Both Hurndall and Pollock showed pace on the wings and Pollock developed
a useful cross-kick. Lowe, at full back, was not always steady and produced far
too many sliced kicks, through not taking due care to see how far away from the

. touchline he was and by dragging his foot across his body, but on the whole his
sometimes quite brilliant saves more than couterbalanced his faults.

It is hoped that we may get one or two extra matches next year. A break of
two or three weeks between matches tends perhaps to make a team lose its
keenness.

Team :-Lowe, Hurndall, Leslie-Jones, R. M., Leslie-Jones, R. H., Pollock,
Irvine, P. G. A., Hewitt, G. B., Hill-Smith, S. R., Cooper, W. F., Kidner, P. W.,
Ledger, Peel-Yates, Aylward, Westlake, Chignell, R. F. S.

Matches played :
Claysmore
Cathedral School, Wells
Taunton School
King's, Taunton

SCHOOL V. O.SS.
The O.SS. won an exciting game on the Upper on December 18th, 1937, by

10 points (1 dropped goal, 2 tries) to nil.
They kicked off towards Sherborne. The ground, which had undergone two

severe frosts in succession, was only just passed as fit to be played on, but it was
not so hard as it was thought to be.

After five minutes the Old Boys heeled, Llewelyn made a half opening and
Alexander (R.) was over the line when tackled too late.

For the rest of the half the School, who were unable to combine, were on the
defensive. By half-time, however, the Old Boys had increased their lead to six
points, after Llewelyn had kicked ahead and gathered to score near the posts.

The School had more of the game after the restart. Several good individual
runs were made by the three-quarters, the forwards were generally up, but none
of them succeeded in scoring.

The Old Boys attacked hard, and Mead (P.) dropped a nice goal from outside
the twenty-five line. The game then became rather scrappy, with no particular
incident, but the Old Boys decidedly deserved their win.

School :-A. D. B. Bulmer, D. H. Dammers, P. S. D. Griffin, D. Hutchison,
S. F. St. M. Williams; M. A. R. Collins, H. P. Williams; G. H. Vellacott, J. J. S.
Green, E. P. T. Letchworth, J. A. S. Neave (Captain), C. F. V. Martin, J. H.
Candler, C. E. W. Henderson and M. S. Sanctuary.

O.SS. :-W. J. Eldridge; R. B. Alexander, R. S. Llewelyn, P. I. Alexander,
R. M. S. Neave; P. W. Mead, T. A. Mead, T. C. Palmer, J. A. Nesbit, E. B. Eason,
R. Y. Moger, R. B. de Glanville, K. M. Reinold, G. W. H. Peters and D. Evans.
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Two COCK.

3

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3RD.

Hey's
Barlow's

The School lost the toss and kicked off towards Sherborne with a slight wind
behind them.

The House went off with great fire and a forward rush carried them to within
three yards of the School line. Courtenay was pulled down inches from the line,
but a good kick by Gray relieved the School. The House, however, continued to
press after two good runs by Ainslie; Slee broke through, passed wildly when
tackled two yards from the line, and Panter saved well. The School attacked now
in their turn and penned the House in their half for the last ten minutes of the
second half. A penalty goal only just went wide, and Panter and Livingstone
Learmonth both broke through, but by running across the field they gave their
wing men no room to move in. The House just managed to hold out and after the
change-over used the wind to advantage.

In the second half the House outsides saw most of the ball, but they did not
profit from it, as much as they should have done. Ainslie made another deter
mined run, but was well tackled by Edmundson. Courtenay was nearly over,
but he kicked ahead with only one man between him and the line. Then Ainslie
had to leave the field with a badly cut head; the House fought harder, and Peto,
following up a kick ahead by Dick, scored far out. During the scoring of this the
School full-back was carried off unconscious. Both sides were now reduced to
fourteen men, and it seemed to affect the School less than the House, who endured
several tense moments.

The School forwards rushed up the field, led by Henson and Vipan, but the
House counter-rushed, led by Dix and Lilley. When no-side came, the score was
(6-0) to the House.

The House won as they made better use of their opportunities. The School
forwards, though outweighted, heeled the ball as often as the House. In attack
the School forwards backed up well, but the House were superior at covering
and in the line-out. The outsides were evenly matched, though the tackling in
the centres was rather weak on both sides. Mr. Parry-J ones refereed the game
admirably, which was conspicuous for the lack of free-kicks, of which a large number
is generally seen in House matches.

SENIORS (ROUND 1).
Parry-J ones' 72
Elderton's 11

THIRDS

Thompson's 13
Barlow's 36
Parry-Jones' 9

SENIORS (ROUND 2).
Parry-Jones' 13
Thompson's 14

(ROUND 1).
Hey's
Elderton's
Ross' 1.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8TH.

Ross'
Elderton's

6
o

12
6
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Barlow's
Thompson's

Barlow's

Hey's

Parry-J ones'

Elderton's

Barlow's

THIRDS (ROUND 2);
3 Parry-J ones'

w.o. Ross' 11. scratched.

CHALLENGE ROUND FOR SENIORS.

52 Hey's 0

CHALLENGE ROUND FOR THIRDS.

Elderton's

SENIORS (ROUND 3).
3 Thompson's

CHALLENGE ROUND.

3 Ross'

THIRDS (ROUND 3).
3 Thompson's 3

REPLAY.

5

Parry-J ones'
Parry-Jones'

Barlow's 6 Thompson's

CHALLENGE ROUNDS.

8 Hey's
5 Thompson's

THE THIRD'S FINAL.

This was played on Thursday, February 24th, and resulted in a win for School
House over Barlow's by 13 points to nil. The School chose to defend the Sherborne
end first, and the weather which was warm and sunny, was ideal for a fast, open
game. Barlow's got the ball from the first few scrums, but could make little or
no headway against the effective tackling of the School House centres. When,
however, the House heeled for the first time, Casswell very nearly managed to
break through. Then followed some rather scrappy play in midfield until
Winnicott, gathering from a cross-kick, beat his wing man and scored. Deshon
failed with the convert. Shortly before half-time Elvery cut through but passed
inside and the movement was smothered; two minutes later, however, Winnicott,
after some neat hand to hand passing, again scored; Deshon converted.

In the second half play was more even, and Barlow's began to get the ball in
the tight. Nevertheless, when they did get it they did not make the most of their
opportunities; needless to say, School House did not give them many. Half-way
through the second half Graham broke away on the blind side and was well backed
up by Williams, who scored. Deshon converted. No more points had been added,
when the final whistle blew.

Of the Barlow's outsides, Bethell was perhaps the most outstanding. He
covered well and his kicking was good. The School stood up very well to a heavier
pack and were ably led, but the House forwards were poorly led and lacked fire.
Had the School outsides had more thrust, however, it would have undoubtedly
been a more evenly contested game. Result :-House 13; School O.
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THREE COCK.

School 9; School House nil.
The Three Cock was played on the Lower on Saturday, February 23rd, and

resulted in a win for the School by three tries to nil. The conditions were nearly
impossible, a tearing wind was blowing across the ground from the South, bringing
with it a persistent drizzle which developed into heavy rain soon after half-time.
The House kicked off from the Sherborne end and it was soon clear that the School
forwards intended to dominate the game. For the first ten minutes they heeled
regularly and, with Williams and Irvine in great form together, it looked as if the
School must score. Once Leslie-Jones broke clean through, only for his final pass
to one of the forwards to be knocked on, and Coombe missed a difficult penalty
kick when the House were penalized for handling in the scrum. However, after
twenty minutes play, the try that had always seemed imminent came. Williams
passed to Dammers, on the blind side, from a loose scrum close to the line, and
Dammers just scored in the corner. Coombe narrowly missed the difficult kick
(3-nfl). Back came the School again. Williams made an opening from a set
scrum and Coombe scored near the corner. The kick was missed (6-nil). The
School were now well on top and the House defence seemed a trifle rattled when
Coombe scored again near the posts. Leslie-Jones missed the kick (9-nil). The
School continued to press and once Irvine was stopped inches short of the line,
and then Dammers was forced into touch when only a yard or two short. Half-time
came with no further score.

In the second half the School were again on top, but it gradually became
clear that the weather was taking a firm hand on the game. Dammers was nearly
over once and Cooper led the House forwards in a good relieving rush. Skinner
made one grand burst for the line, but the House defence held. Hewitt and
Courtney kicked well to keep the School at a respectable distance, but it never
seemed likely that the House would score. We had a fleeting glimpse of Humphreys
running at full speed-and an impressive sight it was-and time came with the
House making a belated, but spirited attack.

It was a good game, and considering the conditions, an excellent one. For
the School, Williams and Irvine were outstanding, Irvine never once dropping
the greasy ball. Coombe was always dangerous, his powerful running accounting
for six of the points, and Henderson led the forwards, a well-trained pack,
excellently. The House forwards, for all their weight, were not so effective.
They failed to get the ball as much as they should have done and they left their
backs the unenviable task of stopping Coombe and Dammers. Hewitt was out
standing at scrum-half, and the two full-backs fielded and kicked the heavy ball
with a fair amount of success.

Teams :-School: Watson, H. ; Skinner, F. A. Coombe (f), Leslie-Jones, P.l\L,
D. H. Dammers; Irvine, H. P. Williams; G. R. Bramall,J. J. S. Green, Whiteway,
Philip-Smith, J. P., Peel-Yates, C. E. W. Henderson (h), J. H. Candler, Kidner.

School House: Dick; S. F. St. M. Williams, M. B. Peacock, H. Sassoon,
Shee; Courtney, Hewitt; W. F. Cooper, Lilley, Moore, Slingsby, P. H. Hum
phreys, Peto, H. G. M., de GlanvilIe, Ledger.
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THE GYM. DISPLAY.
THE Gym. Display last term saw a striking change in character. Mr. Westlake
asked Colonel Ward-Tetley, the head of the Army Physical Training Staff, if he
would bring down a squad of Army Instructors to give a demonstration at the
School Display; this he very kindly did, helping very largely to make it a very
successful evening's entertainment.

The Instructors' demonstration consisted of three short parts showing different
forms of training, of which undoubtedly the high horse made the greatest appeal,
both from its spectacular nature and thrills; however, their other demonstrations
of stick-work and ground-work were equally fascinating, the stick-work being
particularly interesting and instructive owing to its novelty and practical use.

The School Gym. Squad and Chair Tricks team were not completely eclipsed
by the Instructors' demonstration, as was feared would be the case, but rather
served to form a pleasant contrast between the free work of the professional and
the more static and synchronized work of the School. To break the possible
monotony of the display, Colonel Ward-Tetley gave us a brief outline of the work
and object of the A.S.P.T., and also said a few words about the stick-work, stressing
its great practical use.

It was a thoroughly successful evening and the very large audience was well
satisfied and in no way bored by too long a display. It was a programme of short
demonstrations, each differingin such a way as to avoid any long periods of similar
work, thus keeping the general interest throughout. The programme was as
follows :-

1. Demonstration of Parallel Bar Work by the School Gym. Squad :-
1. A. D. B. Bulmer (f) 7. H. Sassoon (a)
2. D. Hutchinson (d) 8. 1. Henderson (h)
3. G. P. Bulmer (f) 9. P. A. D. Miller (d)
4. D. H. Dammers (b) 10. J. H. Candler (b)
5. H. P. Williams (b) 11. G. E. D. Lang (d)
6. R. M. Neale (f) 12. P. H. P. Munden (g)

2. Demonstration of Stick Work by the Army Physical Training Staff and
Probationers.

Commentary by Colonel T. H. Ward-Tetley, a.B.E. (Commandant
of the Army School of Physical Training).

3. Chair Tricks by the following :-
1. A. B. Scammell (c) 5. G. R. A. Wright (d)
2. J. L. Dandridge (a) 6. R. V. Mair (d)
3. R. S. Clarke (b) 7. H. D. Dammers (d)
4. P. M. Williams (a) . 8. P. Goodman (d)

4. Demonstration of Training Exercises for Athletics by the A.S.P.T. Staff.
5. The School Gym. Squad on Groundwork and Horsework.
6. Demonstration of Groundwork and High Horse by the A.S.P.T. Staff and

Probationers.
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FIVES.

9- 15
11- 15
13- 15
15- 9
1- 15
8- 15

15- 9
15- 13
3- 15
8- 15

16- 14
4- 15
8- 15

16- 14
15- 0
15- 6

I
}

v. R. F. S. Clignell

v. D. E. Ellis

School.
L. A. B. Pilkington
D. E. Ellis
R. F. S. Clignell
R. B. Marshall
L. A. B. Pilkington
D. E. Ellis
R. F. S. Chignell
R. B. Marshall

v. L. A. B. Pilkington

v. R. B. Marshall

R. M. M. Barlow, Esq.

G. G. Green, Esq.

M. E. K. Westlake, Esq.

THE School beat the Masters at Fives on February 23rd by 200 points to 178.
The School 1st pair won both their doubles fairly easily, although the Headmaster
and Mr. Westlake produced their very best form, and might, with a little more
luck, have got more points. The 2nd pair had two very even doubles, but they
were both too apt to make mistakes at critical times.

Scores :-
Masters.

A. R. Wallace, Esq.
M. E. K. Westlake, Esq.
R. S. Thompson, Esq.
R. M. M. Barlow, Esq.
R. S. Thompson, Esq.
R. M. M. Barlow, Esq.
A. B. Gourlay, Esq.
G. G. Green, Esq.
R. S. Thompson, Esq.

178-200

~
I
rRoss'I.
j

1Elmdene I.
J

} Thompson's I.

}ROSS'I.

}Barlow's I.

For the purpose of encouraging junior boys to play Fives, a House Pairs
Competition was held for new boys during the September term. Ross', the winners,
were a good pair, Holman being particularly promising. The results were as
follows :-

Elmdene I. 1
(Bell & Lilley) I

Barlow's n. (Bartlett ~Elmdene I.
and Walmsley) J

Ross' n. (Rice & Ellis)
Thompson's I. (Hewitt & Ricketts)
Parry-Jones' (McCrum & Edmunds)
Ross' I. (Holman & Austin)
Elmdene n. (Farrer & )
Thompson's n. (Gregory & Dunkley)
Barlow's I. (Hawkins & Gaskell)
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SCHOOL V. WEYMOUTH.

Game. School. Weymouth. Result.
L. A. B. Pilkington & D. E. Ellis I 1 15 1 W.
M. E. Peachell & R. C. N. Paul J 2 15 0

3
R. B. Marshall & G. A. Whyte 1 1 15 8 W.
W. E. K. Hopkins & R. S. Rowland J 2 15 11

3
L. A. B. Pilkington & D. E. Ellis 1 1 15 3 W.
W. E. K. Hopkins & R. S. Rowland J 2 15 6

3
R. B. Marshall & G. A. Whyte 1 1 6 15 L.
M. E. Peachell & R. C. N. Paul J 2 6 15

3
L. A. B. Pilkington v. I 1 15 1 W.
M. E. Peachell J 2 15 0

3
D. E. Ellis v. I 1 15 8 W.
R. C. N. Paul J 2 15 11

3
R. B. Marshall v. I 1 5 15 L.
W. E. K. Hopkins J 2 11 15

3
G. A. Whyte v. I 1 15 8 W.
R. S. Rowland J 2 15 4

3

208 121

SCHOOL V. CANFORD.

Canford's 1st string gave all our team an even game, but our second and third
strings were so much better than Canford's that we never looked in danger of losing.

WaIler. Wetherell. Ardley.
Pilkington 9-2 9-0 9-0

9-7 (S) 9-1 (S) 9-0 (S)
Holman 9-2 9-5 9-2

9-10 9-6 9-5
9-6 (S) (S) (5)

Ellis 5-9 9-2 9-0
3-9 (C) 9-6 (S) 9-5 (S)

Sherborne-8 matches. Canford-l match.
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SCHOOL v. MR. H. C. WYLD'S TEAM.

Matches. School. H.C.W. School result.
B. H. Sheldon, Esq. (1) 9 7 W.
L. A. B. Pilkington (2) 9 0

(3)
P. G. M. Talbot, Esq. (1) 9 6 W.
J. K. J. Holman (2) 9 7

(3)
H. C. Wyld, Esq. (1) 9 4 W.
D. E. Ellis (2) 9 7

(3)
Rev. F. M. Meyrick-Jones, Esq. (1) 9 0 W.
F.E. Slingsby (2) 9 2

(3)
B. H. Sheldon, Esq. (1) 5 9 L.
J. K. J. Holman (2) 9 7

(3) 5 9
P. G. M. Talbot, Esq. (1) 9 6 W.
L. A. B. Pilkington (2) 9 5

(3)
H. C. Wyld, Esq. (1) 10 8 W.
F. E. Slingsby (2) 8 10

(3) 9 5
Rev. F. M. Meyrick-Jones, Esq. (1) 9 5 W.
D. E. Ellis (2) 9 2

(3)
Between the first two strings all the matches were equal. In the second it

was a case of guile against agility, as one opponent was 60 to the other 70, and the
greater speed of Ellis and Slingsby was the deciding factor. Won by seven
matches to one.

HOCKEY.

JUNIORS (ROUND 1).
Parry-J ones' 3 Thompson's 0
Ross' w.o. Elderton's 0 (scratched)
School House " A " 1 Barlow's 0 (after extra time)
School House " B " 6 Hey's 0

(ROUND 2).
Parry-J ones' 1 School House" B " 0 (after extra time)
School House" A " 2 Ross' 0

(FINAL).
Parry-J ones' 1 School House" A " 0
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Winchester.
D. C. E. Lyne.
C. R. Gould.
P. S. Jopling.
A. C. Burn.
R. F. Parr.
J. A. Moller.
R. Cairns-Terry.

J.J.S.G.

lost to
beat
beat
lost to
lost to
beat
lost to

BOXING.
ON December 2nd, the School Boxing Team left Sherborne at 10.45 a.m., in pouring
rain for Winchester. It arrived there at approximately 1.30 p.m., and immediately
split up for luncheon, each member visiting the House of his respective opponent.

Boxing started at 2.30 p.m., in the small but efficient Winchester gymnasium.
It was arranged that, with the exception of the refereeing and judging, the whole
contest was to be run by the two boxing teams alone.

Watson lost his fight, which was the first of the series, because he was too
slow off the mark. He was a fraction too late in everything he did.

Bell brought the School level with a good win. He must refrain from too
much footwork and from incorrect hitting.

Dix then sent us ahead with a clear win. He boxed excellently throughout.
Hewitt, in meeting by far the best boxer in the opposing team, had the mis

fortune to injure a tooth, which seriously handicapped him. He lost narrowly on
points.

Dry then thought he could walk past a " straight left" without a guard
and found that he was unable to do so 1 This sent Winchester ahead.

Leslie-J ones won his fight to make the score level. He boxed extremely
well and the fight was never in doubt.

Vellacott found his opponent, a very tall and long-armed boxer, rather too
much for him, and lost on points.

The team was then taken to the Winchester Tuckshop, where an excellent
tea was served. It left for Sherborne soon after.

The full results were :-
Sherborne.

H. L. Watson
E. H. Walsworth-Bell
W. G. Dix
G. B. Hewitt
P. D. L. Dry
P. M. Leslie-Jones
G. H. Vellacott

Winchester won by four bouts to three.

" Duty is what one expects from others, it is not what one does oneself."
Wilde.

" The movies have solved the problem of perpetual emotion." "Hollywood
-the Chloroformia Art centre."-C. J. Nathan.

" A man may build himself a throne of bayonets but he cannot sit on it."
D.lnge.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
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3, GREENHILL COURT,
SHERBORNE,

DORSET.
18.3.38.

(The Editors decline to hold themselves responsible for the sometimes fatuous
opinions of their correspondents) ..

POINTS FROM LETTERS.

THE following activities are urged by our Correspondents :
Badminton.
School Darts Club (Away matches v. local pubs).

Two lectures coincided regrettably, on March 12th.
Tuck-shop ices must be reduced by Id. to avert" summer starvation."
Flower-beds should ornament the lawn by the School Gate.
More gates should be opened into the Armoury on Fridays.
Lessons are asked for in the" beautiful art" of dancing.
The School Songs and Commem. Service should be recorded for benefit of
0.55.

To the Editor,
The" Shirburnian."

DEAR SIR,
A year or two ago you were good enough to publish a letter from me on the

subject of the Territorial Army.
The appeal that I made was followed by a marked increase in the number of

commissions taken by O.SS. in the Territorial Army, but unfortunately, that
increase has not been maintained.

Anyone reading the London Gazette day by day will see that Territorial com
missions are being taken up in fairly large numbers by ex-members of various
O.T.C. Contingents. The name of Sherborne is, however,_ remarkable for its
absence.

At a moment of the country's history when it almost looks as if our traditional
voluntary system may fail, and some form of compulsory national service may
become necessary, the plain fact is that the old boys of this School are not doing
their duty in this respect.

In my opinion it is not be be expected that many boys will join the Territorial
Army as soon as they leave School. They are beginning, for the most part, a
period in their lives when they will have very much less leisure than they have
been accustomed to, and it is a lot to ask them to give up a considerable part of
what they do get.

The time when they may reasonably be expected, I think, to consider the
matter very seriously is, say, three or four years after leaving, when they have
settled down into their jobs.
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I, therefore, appeal once more through your columns to all those O.SS.
between the ages of 20 and 25 who are not doing any form of National Service,
to give this matter their earnest consideration.

In conclusion, I should like to say that the argument that I have heard
advanced as a reason why O.SS. do not join the Territorials in greater numbers,
namely, that the O.T.C. training at school is found irksome, is as childish as it is
unworthy.

What is asked for is Service, and that cannot ever be given save at the cost of
some personal inconvenience.

Yours very truly,
J. H. RANnoLPH.

TANTALLON,
To the Editor of the " Shirburnian." SHERBORNE.
DEAR SIR,

May I protest through the medium of your columns against the growing
habit of untrained musicians practising at all hours of the day in the vicinity of
the Fives Courts? The medley of noise, produced by the very uncertain notes of
several bugles and the unrhythmical tattoos of ill-tuned drums, is forcibly reminis
cent of the performance of that barbaric music which caused the walls of Jericho
to fall flat. I fear that these blasts of discord may have a similarly devastating
effect upon the walls of the newly-erected Biology Lab. and Geography Room
and Metal Workshop. The effect upon human beings living in the Finger Lane
neighbourhood must also be very disconcerting.

Far be it from me to hamper those who aspire to create music, but surely
they need not advertise their gross incompetence so blatantly. Would it not be
more discreet to practice in a sound-proof chamber, or in a gas-proof dug-out,
or in some remote place, miles away from human habitation?

Yours, etc.,
MUSIC-LoVER.

(We have also received complaints from morse operators. Steps will be taken
to avert the collapse of the muniments concerned-En.).

11TH March, 1938.
DEAR SIR,

As this School is rapidly becoming a forcing-bed for spare time activities,
may I suggest that one more seed may be sown, that of a Chess Club; such a
Society would not pander to the baser instincts, but would bear out the real object
of this School-the training and development of the youthful mind.

Yours, etc.,
QUEEN'S PAWN.

(This meets with our approval, as a Chess Club is the possession of practically
every Public School.-En.).
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To the Editor of the Cl Shirburnian," Lent Term.
DEAR SIR,

I should like to thank all Masters who have assisted in the management of
School Games during the first half of this term.

J. H. CANDLER.

(Captain oj Games).
EAST LONDON,

SOUTH AFRICA,

The Editor, the" Shirburnian," January 26th, 1938.
School House, Sherborne, Dorset, England.

DEAR SIR,

I know it would gratify a host of Old Shirburnians if you could put titles to
the pictures you publish facing the editorial feature in the" Shirburnian."

The pictures, even without titles (is it a legacy of oversight, or a foreman
printer who says, Cl Can't" ?), must greatly increase the interest of the Cl Shir
burnian" to all O.SS., except those of us who know not the particular Josephs
depicted. For us, the anonymous pictures cannot be anything but mute indications
of the improving, or declining, standard of physical perfection and manly beauty
in present-day Sherborne.

Let us know who, or what, your pages of pictures represent. That will greatly
increase their intrinsic value as well as the general interest of reading matter
elsewhere in the Cl Shirburnian," where a chance name may be vivified by the
memory of a photograph.

Yours faithfully,
H. H. HOLLAND.

(Olim juit Ed. Shirb.)
(The practice of affixing names to our photos is liable to cause libel actions

from those concerned, but we will certainly try it.-ED.)

PREPARATORY SCHOOL,

SHERBORNE,

To the Editor ojthe Cl Shirburnian." DORSET.

DEAR SIR,

In reply to Cl Bent Double's" letter in your last issue, it may interest him to
know that the boys at the Preparatory School are allotted, not seats, but a corner
of the School ground and they bring with them their own seats (with backs !) to
watch Rugger matches.

No doubt if Cl Bent Double" stakes a claim beforehand he will be welcome
to come and join us. Alternatively, he can follow the Prep. example and bring his
own seat.

Cl ONE OF YOUR PREP. GUESTS."

P.S.-On occasions we spread ourselves over· a few unoccupied seats in our
vicinity and hope we are not disturbed by some of the late arrivals.
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DEAR EDITOR,

May we suggest that efforts might be made to raise a Table Tennis Society
in the School. We feel that as Table Tennis is one of the most popular indoor
games and is coming to the fore as a national sport, that Sherborne School should
boast at least one table. With the assistance of a Master with some interest in
the game we feel sure that our desire might be accomplished.

Of course, membership would have to be restricted. But the Society could
meet any urgent demand for expansion with one or two additional tables.

Would not the Big Schoolroom make an excellent centre for this new
activity? Yours hopefully,

THE ENTHUSIASTS.

(We suggest confining the Big Schoolroom to its present functions of wind
tunnel and birds-nest.-En.)

To the Editor of the" Shirburnian."
DEAR SIR,

With regard to your contributor, who expresses a desire for a Film Group to
be attached to the Photographic Society, I should be very pleased to hear from
anyone interested either in the technical side or the acting side of film production.
Now that the Photographic Society is moving into bigger and better dark-rooms
it would be quite possible to deal with the development of Cine Films at home,
thus keeping the costs down considerably.

For a Film Group to be a success it would be necessary for a fairly large number
of people to join, so I hope everyone interested will let me know.

C.W.K.-C. (Hon. Sec., Photo Soc.).

To the Editor of the" Shirburnian."
DEAR SIR,

It was with great pleasure that I heard of the proposed renovation and
improvement of the" Shirburnian." It is to be hoped, however, that the departure
of the Editorial fulminations from the" Literary," and" Correspondence" pages
will not result in the degeneration of the office of Editor to the status of a mere
proof-corrector. May the fine start made in the Editorial of the last" Shirburnian "
be kept up, and the School be reminded of its shortcomings by means of thunders
from the front page. Too long has the Editorial been the refuge of an Editor,
who was wearied by that single-handed grappling with the whole of the" Shir
burnian " which was his lot under the bad old system that we now hope has gone
for ever, and who was too tired and worn out to do much more than write a short,
reflective piece of often quite passable prose on nothing whatever, and perform
the feat of compressing the maximum number of words into the minimum amount
of thought. That phase, we hope, is past, and we look forward to a period in which
Shirburnians, like the flagellants of old, can mortify their flesh for the good of
their souls, but, unlike the flagellants, not by means of whips, but by means of
the Editorial of the" Shirburnian." Yours sincerely,

(Thanks for~ the bouquet.-En.) D.P.L.D.
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(Thank you for telling me.-ED.)

To the Editor of the" Shirburnian." 19.3.38.
DEAR SIR,

I would like to bring to the notice of the members of the School that permission
has been obtained from the Headmaster for certain boys to keep hawks. There
will be no Society formed. Yours faithfully,

" FALCONER."

To Mr. Editor.
DEAR SIR,

The undersigned wishes for some explanation of the fact that hardly any of
those entitled to do so, wore correct dress at the Inter-House Singing Competition.
Evening dress has always and, with due respect to the adjudicator, the occasion,
and the Empire, always will be (b'gad) worn on such occasions.

JOHN BLIMP (LT.-COL.)

SIR,
May I appeal to the Bursar, through your columns for some final adjustment

of the Lower Library ventilation. Enough has been said about the muddled
thinking and brain-indigestion of the people who work there, but when one is
either asphyxiated by tropical heats or swept by Arctic gusts, surely there is some
excuse for INDIGESTIVE?

(I heartily agree, having to work there myself.-ED.)

SIR,
One supposes that it will take about as long as it did to open the Memorial

Gates at the field to shut the windows of the Big School or abolish. the crying
birds-nest of architecture altogether. After Miss d'Aranyi's recital, at least one
is in the position, after countless appeals for total demolition (vide Workhouse)
to say" I told you so." Yours,

TROGLODYTE.

SIR,
Here is yet another plea to you for a School Orchestra. No Musical Society

is worthy of the name without an orchestra and one would remind others that the
original Society had an orchestra. Though initial difficulties are great (expense,
tuition, etc.) they are not insuperable. Many other Schools have showed us the
way and though not modern, we must yet keep pace. As an invaluable aid to
increasing a love and knowledge of music-far more appreciated, one may add,
that our part-songs which people cannot understand because they can hear no
words, I submit it again. MUSICAL CRITIC.

(We uphold this plea to the last feather on the Editorial quill.-ED.)
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THE Editors wish to record the very valuable work of House representatives in
filling these columns, and they appeal to House-masters to encourage their Houses
and thus increase contributions. For in a "house" system it is obvious that
even a school production has to be run by collective house effort. It is hoped that
all Houses will continue their support after this good start.

Gentle but critical reader, you may not be interested in this part. We would
remind you it is but a first attempt-to which you probably didn't contribute,
moreover. If anyone who did not contribute can say, " I could have done better
myself," our only answer is " Why didn't you? "

So, then we appeal to the best natures of our readers-eontributors or not
in this matter. Drop all destructive criticism and take this enterprise as some
thing imperfect and something which can be made better only by your constructive
effort. Remember it is only a beginning, forbear, and do not laugh, because we
know many of you can do better and many of you have not even tried.

The more aloof may not be attracted by " foreign matter." But we believe
the best way to interest people and incidentally, the easiest way to get people to
write, is to make some write about their personal experiences or travels, hobbies
or interests, to interest others who know nothing of Soccer, or the Navy or Birds.
There is surely no one who has not some interest outside merely being spoon-fed,
by the radio. Be it model railways or stamps, let us, and let those less fortunate
know about it.

The Editor is not an ancient and very conservative intellectual. He is a very
busy and incredibly dirty printer's-boy, a common proof-reader who is willing to
consider everything. It is time the School woke up and sharpened its quills;
we are half-awake but not yet wholly conscious. It is already time to think about
contributions to the next issue, and it is also time we closed down the big broadcast
and turned over.

" A bayonet brings the best out of a man and it stays out."

"Men, and not walls or ships in which are no men, constitute a state."
Thucydides.
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VARIETY.

THE SHIRBURNIAN

ON MODERN MUSIC.

"GENUINE Jazz is the music of Harlem gin-mills, Georgia back-yards, and New
Orleans street corners."-' Spike' Hughes.

" What (jazz) expresses is slavery. That is why the same sort of thrill can
be obtained by the throb ofsavage tom-toms in music or drama connected with
the great slave-land of Africa. Jazz is the very reverse of an expression of liberty,
or even an expression of licence. It is the expression of the pessimistic idea that
nature never gets beyond nafure, that life never rises above life, that man always
finds himself back where he was at the beginning, and that there is no revolt,
no redemption, no escape for the slaves of the earth and the desires of the earth.
It is the song of the Treadmill."-G. K. Chesterton.

"Of all modern phenomena the most monstrous and ominous, the most
manifestly rotting with disease, the most grimly prophetic of destruction, the
most clearly and unmistakably inspired by evil spirits, the most instantly and
awfully overshad'owed by the w~ath of Heaven, the most near to madness and
moral chaos, the most' vivid with devilry and despair, is the practice of having to
listen to loud music while eating a meal in a restaurant."-G. K. Chesterton.

"The masochistic ullulations of the crooner."-Wireless talk on " Jazz."
" As evening melts exquisitely into night, the quality enter the Ambassadors

in their hundreds, all calling each other and the waiters by their Christian names.
Then it is great fun to dance. The game is played like this. As soon as a man and
woman, sitting attheir table, see a clear square foot of parquet floor they instantly
leap on same and, passionately embracing each other thereon, make movements
of their eyebrows, hips and feet in time to Tommy Tittlebat's saxophone Six.
That is called dancing."-Arlen " These Charming People."

"That asinine blare which is the punishment of England for having lost
America."-Arlen " These Charming People."

" Hell is paved with good intentions, not with bad ones."-Shaw.

"Those, who can, do; those who can't, teach."-Shaw.

" All enchantments die; only cowards die with them."-Chas. Morgan
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VERSE.

COMIC.
(That depends on the reader).
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With hate.

~4 J

FRANCO AND Musso.

7gj
He was her

man - But he done her wrong.

(Hymn of Hate for anti-Fascists, offering a possible solution for the present
situation; with music in rough).

(With apologies to one version of the American song, .. Frankie
and ] ohnnie.")

Franco and Musso were brothers
Lordee! 0 how they did love!
Sent crowds of troops to each other
Like the hordes of the stars up above.

He was his man and he wouldn't do 'im wrong.
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Clever Russian
Informer

Musso.

Franco.

Franco.

THE SHIRBURNIAN

Franco walked into the Prado
After a three years war
He said with Spanish bravado
" I'm gonna fight no more.

He is ma man and he wouldn't do me wrong."

" Don't wanter cause yer no trouble
Don't wanter cause yer no pain
But I heard that Hitler and Musso
Were planning to split up Spain.

He was your man but he done you wrong."
Franco looked out of the Prado
There to his gre-eat surprise
At Berchtesgaden sat Musso
With Hitler making eyes.

He was his man but he done 'im wrong.
Franco, he drew back his war-cloak
Took out his Big Bertha gun
Rootie-toot-toot, three times she spoke
At Musso and his Hun.

He was his man, but he done 'im wrong.

" Roll us over easy,
Roll us over slow
Roll us quickly back to Italy
Yer Russian bullets hurt us so.

I was your man, but I done you wrong."

" Bring out yer French mediation
Fix up an all-British peace
I've sounded the death of a nation
And I ain't gonna bring it back.

He was ma man, and he done me wrong."

" Bring in Geneva policeman
Bring 'em round to Spain
I've ridded the world of a lunatic
And I'd d-- well do it again.

He was ma man, but he done me wrong."

This story has no moral
This story has no end
But where dictators share one laurel
One will have to unbend.

He was his man, but he done 'im wrong.
ANTON.
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. " •••••AND NOT WORTH BOTHERING ABOUT."

(See page 13, Notice of Eclectics).

" 'Tis desecration," so said one, " a downright dirty shame
Controversies like these connecting with our Scirburn's name! U

(Oh, tell me, CalIiope of what quarrels here are meant).
-How fifteen hundred million more is rightly to be spent?
How soon Britannia's s(k)hirt of jet to us shall be revealed?

(Our business much more urgently is on the rugger field).
You talk of Edens, Ls. of N., of cabinets and kings
Capitalism, Bolshevism-many other things-
You say, up I-or down-the Empire, the Comintern, or Art.

(We study such things at our age! A very early start).
On ideals, morals, politics you talk till all is blue,
That 'so and so' is doing what he never ought to do.
You murmur, " Fascist, Decadent," and such like without fears
If, in the Tatler, Lady Woozits photograph appears,
The Swastika, security, what's that to do with you.
Upon the earth, by heaven, you've a much too serious view.
Forget the Huns and Austria, Czecho-slovaks and France,
Lead on, then, my Terpsichore, the saxophonic dance.
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D.M.S.A.

THE UNHAPPY JEWS.

Hitler maltreated Israel when on earth,
And when he died they said, " He's gone to Hell! "

He had; but Satan recognised his worth
And made him chief Jew-torturer there as well.

HYMN FOR AN ECCENTRIC.

Hurrah for the man with his hair in plaits,
Rejoice for the fellow of purple spats;
Exult for the man with the waistcoat-tie,
Sing hey for the sight of a red pork-pie.
May shoes of a nice mauve suede be found,
And waistcoats of pea-green hues abound;
Hurrah for a bonnet or even a shawl,
Hurrah for not wearing trousers at all.

A.W.

ANTON.

-, There would be no laughter in a perfect world."-Christopher Morley.
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SONGS YOU SHOULD NEVER HAVE HEARD.

(No. 2-No. 1 having been suppressed).
What do I care

If a beauty queen
Made a fortune out of the silver-screen,

Fortune's aren't rare.
What do I mind

If a motoring Earl
Abandoned his wife for a Gaiety Girl,

All men are unkind.
What does it matter

If Samuel Phipps
Made his cash out of synthetic raspberry pip~,

It's all so much chatter.
Whoever knows,
Who-the world cares
Of all that goes
On in public affairs?
Why should I weep

For the thoughtless ass
Who locked his garage and turned on the gas,

It makes niy flesh creep.

(With apologies to the Author of" The Yellow Press.").
ANTON.

IN MEMORIAM.

(With apologies to the late Poet-laureate).

He outwelched the welcher,
He outbelched the belcher,
He outdrank the drinker,
He outstank the stinker,
He " out-climbed" the" climber."
He outdid the old-timer,
He outpunts the punter,
He outstunts the stunter,
This man who knew,
More than the Jew,

Is known to you.
He's me.

R.I.P. ANTON.
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ON THE SCOTTISH EXHIBITION, GLASGOW; 1938.

" Of prosperity, Sire, these are the gates !"
(Profit machines for world-wide syndicates) ;
" Here is the Tower of Fame! A veritable
Tower of Empire !" (or of Babel) ;
" Ahead the way of progress lies unrolled !"
(Built with blood and paved with solid gold) ;
" Behold the Hall of Modern Miracles!"
(Temple of Moneychangers and empiricals) ;
So much gas and water is laid down
As would provide a good sized Scottish town
Of half-a-million men; ten million spent
On this display would pay their tiny rent
For ever.
And yet we profiteer to this extent
Ad maioram gloriam Nat. Government,
How clever!

THE RAJAH OF BaNG.

(Witk apologies to sundry).

Is he good, or indifferent, or thoroughly bad,
Sane, or harmless, or totally mad,

Or just wrong?
The Rajah of Bong.

Has he made vast fortunes from playing Fives,
Has he bought a hundred and thirty-nine wives

For a song?
The Rajah of Bong.

Bimettalist, Buchmanist, Vegetarian,
Frothblower, Car-Club, Mason, Rotarian

Or Tong?
The Rajah of Bong.

Does he like his food served with plenty of rice,
With pepper or chicory, curry or spice

And a gong?
The Rajah of Bong.

Does he look like Hitler or Harpo Marx,
Chaplin, Mile West or perhaps Ned Sparks

Or King-Kong?
The Rajah of Bong.

A~TON.
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Is he dressed like Woolworths or Savile Row,
Wardour Street or an old scare-crow,

All wrong?
The Rajah of Bang.

Does he drink his tea with a straw or spoon,
From a samovar, saucepan, or brass spittoon

In a throng?
The Rajah of Bang.

Does he smoke a narghile, hookah, cheroot,
Meerschaum, cherry, or some other fruit

For long?
The Rajah of Bang.

Does he play with a hammer or even a pick,
A bat or a rod or a polo-stick

With a thong?
The Rajah of Bang.

Does he play on a harp or a virginal
Piano, a sax, or a deep bass bell

Ding Dong?
The Rajah of Bong.

(And so on ad lib. through all his possible personal characteristics).

ANToN.

SERIOUS.

(This again depends on the reader).

To A WAR-BABY, NOW 18.

What's on your lips? Another's smile
Plucks at the corners of their shapely bow,

Someone who lived but for a while
Speaks in those tones of long ago.

What's in your eyes? The souls of men
Gaze through the sad eyes of their sons,

Terror, not laughter, flickers in them then,
Hearing the far-off summons of the guns. ANTON.
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LATE SUMMER MEDITATION.

COWS are rustling in the bracken,
In the valley over there;

All day long they never slacken,
Feeding near the badger's lair.

Swishing rain sweeps down the tunnel
'Tween the narrowing hills

As through a funnel,
Making on the greenery thrills

Of changing shadows and of light.
But wind soon blows away dark clouds,

The sun makes all silver, gleaming bright,
Here, far away from jostling crowds,

Futile selfish strife-·mad scramble,
We seek for life a calmer mode :

Through scenery mixed with weather ramble,
Nature's changing mood our short abode.

Think you that the clouds above,
Great white masses-black again,

Know for nature our great love:
So jealously make haste to rain ?

Do they want her to themselves,
This marvellous fairy tale, this earth,

Shared only grudgingly with elves,
And other sprightly things that joy in mirth?

Or are they ever careful, merely,
Keeping this from fools, and letting only

Those that can appreciate sincerely
Share her moods when they are lonely?

Come with me, and through the browning pasture
We will go, and as we top the rise,

Turning then, you see at last your
Rich reward spread out before your eyes.

Seldom was there ever such a view
Spread out for undeserving men,

Of patient willing searchers just a few,
To joy in now and then.

If we could have these pictures every day,
Set before us, having made no effort,

Soon we would weary with the long array:
Find it dulled, and draw no comfort.
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As things are, each time we see
Just the same uplifting landscape,

We catch a changing changelessness which we
Worship in unconcerned mental escape.

If we can know. such lofty pleasures here,
As lesser beings in a lesser state,

Surely there can be no fear
Of what may happen when, with unknown rate,

We cross from bank to bank
The dark river of our own invention:

We'll find condition of a higher rank,
Which will be our own creation.

-Just to watch the cows, and drowse,
Brings on a mystic meditative air:

Just to watch the cows who browse
In the bracken, over by the badger's lair.

Standing out in sharp relief,
Every branch and every leaf;

Oh, you need never have a care
Gazing at the valley, over there. E.A.S.

SLEEP.

M.A.F.

The soft blue Irish twilight
Descends upon the glen,
Where fairies play amid these hills
Unharmed-unspoiled by men.
And now sleep, in her mantle dark
Unveils her kindly face.
She smiles like mothers' smile-whose

arms
Their children young embrace.

She moves among the heather,
Its waving stems are still.
The mountain streams are quieter,
A hush comes o'er the hill.
And as the red clouds in the west
Give place to softer blue,
I understand the Peace of God,
And worship Him anew.

Across the bog at sunset
The west wind softly blows.
I t brings the song of hill and glen
As only Ireland knows,
The mountain's voices, deep and kind,
The rustling heather bells,
The silent steps of peaceful sleep
Who passes through the fells.

" Its better to give than to lend, and it costs about the same."-Philip Gibbs.
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ON SEEING AN AEROPLANE FLYING ROUND THE ABBEY.

Like a moth at the candle, you seemed
To flutter and frisk where it gleamed

In the sun.
Whether at night, a green eye's light,
You hovered above that star-set height,
Or sailing high through the day's clear sky,
You dipped and twisted and slipped like a fly

In its fun.
Turning and rolling, your trout-scales flashing
Diving deep as though for dashing
Your pretty wings down in a last swan song,
With such elfin beauty it all seemed wrong-

Your gun.

ANY TUESDAY NIGHT.

ANTON.
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There's music in the bells,
A gay glissando of delight,
When their enchantment swells
From the steepling height,
There comes a catch, a canon

clear
A rondelay

But when the rounded hills
Climb up the stars,
And when the moonlight fills
:My window-bars,
Better from far away to hear
Their faery play.

ANTON.

From where it seems no hands
Pull on no bells
No squat grey tower stands
But sweet sound wells
On the soft wind stirring boughs
Before the day.

THE HILLS.

These hills are harsh and stony, lifted like rocks
Out of the surging woods and the spray of orchards.

There barrows mark the bed
Of ancestral stony dead;

And quarries open their Egyptian eyes,
Like Niobe crying tears of stone; in April

The heavy drilling drums
Round isolated forms,

And blasting, like a distant battle, breaks.
"Yes. Mantle's Grave. They're working for a fortnight."

That's where a man fell back
Last year, and broke his neck;
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One more for the tribes who hunt among the hills;
Dead spears, dead wolves. The inquest proved the employers

Careless (with every reason).
This is a lucky season.

The last lorry is loaded with stones like leaves,
An early autumn. The workmen turn and climb on

Top of the stones. The hut
Is locked and the gate shut.

Down the road like the gulps of a swallow's flight,
The lorry pushes, pasta birdless spinney,

And an empty, staring house,
Dead as a town without news;

Dead as the forts, the tribes. The lorry recedes,
Like daylight. Distant the thin grey line of the ocean;

The house is blank and silent.
The hills sit cross-legged, islands. A.W.

"No MEDIAEVAL TORTURE."

No mediaeval torture, not the rack
Nor spike, knife, starved filthy rats, ants
By a sweet trail led to the pegged figure,
None of the expected hellish torments
Can play with the frayed nerve's edges, or
Break the determined spirit's back
More quickly, cruelly than this life,
Where work, their only privilege, is denied.
The light of their eyes fades gradually,
The fire of their hearts, their furnaces,
Unfuelled, sink into heavy ash.
The wheels turn slowlier. Life
Comes to a stop and death ascends.

Now, bawling tyrant, now is your chance.
Drill them, put rifles in their hands.
Clothe them with uniforms, on blood
Feed them, and shelter them in barracks.
Treat them like stones or cattle.
They will be grateful.
But never let warmth or light, free-will
Or freedom, enter their souls again.
Their resurrection is your death. A.W.
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AQUATIC BIRD-LIFE ROUND SHERBORNE.

To the ornithologist whose daily round must necessarily be passed amid woodland
and meadow the presence of water, be it lake or river, is a refreshing attraction;
for such places are for him thronged with birds entirely different from the ordinary
species of field and hedgerows. The tall reeds do not know the abundant song
thrush, nor the rank undergrowth of nettles and meadow sweet the ubiquitous black
bird. Instead are birds whose whole life is spent on or near water, many of them
peculiarly adapted in structure or in habit for this particular way of existence.

In immediate proximity to Sherborne are several oases of such bird-life.
The lake in the Park provides a considerable acreage of open water and, at its
eastern end, dense reed-beds. The River Yeo winds its tortuous, overgrown
way down to Bradford Abbas through beds of reeds and past stunted pollard
willows. Even Silver Lake has its aquatic bird-life of interest. Nowhere unfor
tunately, however, have we true marshes or water-meadows. The Yeo valley,
it is true, from Darkhole Farm to Wyke is dyked and ditched, and clothed with a
vegetation of the true water-meadow type, but it is hardly large enough to attract
as breeding birds the many species typical of such ground. Yet it remains certain
that there is within easy access of the School no shortage of country to draw the
bird watcher who would see his heron or dipper, his grey wagtail or kingfisher.

Of all the many British birds which may be called aquatic the heron stands
out head and shoulders above the rest. His great size and slow, but sturdy flight,
the good taste of his lovely plumage and his associations with the past, all combine
to make him an aristocrat of the air. In the eyes of the fisherman he stinketh
foul, but many of us find ample compensation for the loss of our trout in the
magnificence of his presence, for England's skies are lamentably naked of big birds.
In the South the heron alone fills that void.

Round Sherborne the grey fisher is a common bird, and only rarely will a
walk along the river fail to reveal at least one, for he breeds in the Park in the
tallest of the beech trees and descends upon the surrounding country to find his
food. To see him catch it, however, is no easy task, wary bird that he is, but
should the chance arise,watch him as he fishes. Watch the stillness of his slender
form, the intentness of his watching eye, and the speed with which he strikes.
Watch, too, the grace with which he wades, and the way he lifts his long legs to
avoid ripples. Seen thus in the cold colours of the early year the grey fisher is
at his best.
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At his rest in the swaying beech-tops the heron is as awkward as on the
ground he is graceful. A wader by structure, nature has made him a bird of the
reed bed and of the water, but persecution and considerations of safety have
driven him to safer resorts up aloft. Yet it is only necessary to watch him alight
amongst the flimsy twigs whereon in the cold winds of February he makes his
nest to realise that here is a bird forced against the canons of nature to adopt a
habitat for which he is obviously unfitted. Alighting and balancing are both
alike sore problems, and only after hurried braking with his wings and with delicate
step does he trust himself to the branches of a tree. To-day it is necessary to
go to Holland to see the heron nesting in the reed-beds, his natural home. In
England he is exclusively arboreal.

Amongst the reed-beds to which the heron comes to catch the water rats,
frogs and fish which are the mainstay of his food, moor-hens and a host of small
passerine birds abound. Of the moor-hen it would be superfluous to say much.
Even the most un-bird-minded must know that black figure which runs so swiftly
to cover on danger's approach, or with jerky gait paddles its way across the pond,
its white bordered tail held upright like a sail and repeatedly fluted as though to
give the swimmer the impetus of a coxswain. A foolish bird in appearance, the
water-hen is an adept at concealment, and no species is more capable of vanishing
into thin air.

The small bird-life of these reed-beds can to the inexperienced eye be very
confusing, for they are all of them lovers of cover and the glimpses which they
give to the watcher are but momentary and imperfect. Yet the volume of dis
cordant song which issues out of the reed-beds and the tangle of meadow sweet
and nettles along the river banks proclaims clearly that here is no shortage of
bird life. For this noise and activity it will be found that reed and sedge warblers
are mainly responsible. Running like mice up and down the reed stems, they are
often difficult to identify, but the sedge warbler's lighter and more broken plumage
will immediately separate it from its relative whose sober browns are not inspiring.
If, however, the reed warbler cannot aspire to beauty of plumage, its abilities
as an architect lift it from the level of the common herd. For few birds build a
neater or more specialised nest than the reed warbler-that deep cup which is
so securely woven on to the growing reeds.

Other warblers, too, may be here. The ubiquitous whitethroat finds itself
as much at home in the riverside tangles as in the rough undergrowth of the hedge
or common. The reeling note of the grasshopper warbler tells of that bird's
presence, but only rarely will the singer show himself to the world. A lover of
the deepest cover, he prefers its darkness to the sunshine outside. Yet another
rare species of warbler occasionally nests in our valley-the marsh warbler, but
it needs a very experienced eye to pick it out from amongst the innumerable

reed warblers which it so closely resembles in plumage.
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Perched high on a reed-top, another bird calls attention to itself by its wheezing
and monotonous" song," and by its fat, sturdy body, so different from the slim
form of the warblers. The reed bunting is not an abundant bird in our valley,
but the cock with his handsome black and white head is never wholly absent
from the river.

There, however, we have to rest content. Our water meadows, unfortunately,
are not large enough to attract many of those species which normally adorn such
a habitat. We sadly miss the brilliance of the yellow wagtail, and, above all, the
drumming of the snipe and the peerless whistling of the redshank.

Yet we have little cause for discontent, for higher up the river are to be found
three of the most attractive water birds in Britain-the kingfisher, grey wagtail,
and dipper. It is a popular fallacy that the kingfisher is a rare bird. Nothing
could be further from the truth. There are few slow running rivers and streams
of the South which are without these beautiful birds, and on our own Yeo there
are at least three, and probably more, pairs between the lake and Bradford Abbas.
Yet the kingfisher is a retiring bird and an adept at hiding away those brilliant
colours from the inquisitive eye, and, unless approached quietly and circumspectly,
he is away under cover of the banks before he is seen. It is to this that his supposed
rarity is very largely due.

Kingfishers are best seen later in March when they are excavating their
burrows in the high river banks. Then are they most noisy and active, for the
bird not actually engaged in digging sits on a near-by perch and" pipes" contin
uously. This call is very high-pitched and loud and immediately attracts attention.
I have seen as many as three kingfishers thus perched in the same water-side
bush and piping shrilly-a concert party lovely to behold but not to hear, for
nature does not give to anyone creature beauty both of dress and of voice. \Vith
its brilliant blues and reds the kingfisher has to rest content; its reputation is
not improved when it opens its mouth.

Of less repute and unsung by the poets, yet to my mind, at least, no less
beautiful, the grey wagtail finds a home by the river. This most attractive little
bird, so brilliant of hue and so completely perfect of form, should not be confused,
as it very often is, with the. yellow or the pied wagtail. Grey, is perhaps, an
unhappy specific name, for the bird is conspicuously yellow, while the pied is
predominantly grey! The grey, however, is so called from the colour of its back,
and to distinguish it from the true yellow wagtail, which at a casual glance it
perhaps resembles. Close inspection, however, will soon reveal the justice of
these apparently contradictory names. The real yellow wagtail is so coloured, in
varying intensity, over all its body. In the grey the yellow is confined to the
underparts, and it takes its name from the plumage of the back. But enough
of these wearisome details. Technicalities ill-suit a bird which is so essentially
simple and sufficient unto itself. If there is a more elegant or more delightful
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bird in Europe I have yet to see it. It may be that it inspires such affection by
reason of the pleasant haunts wherein it dwells-rushing streams and tumbling
waterfalls. It may be that it brings to mind days with the rod on Devon trout
streams. Even !l0, let the bird be examined outside these associations, and it
will still stand any test imposed upon it. It remains of peerless form, of brilliant
colour and of charming nature. For the unspeakable wretch who annually robs
the nest of this confiding little bird on the Yeo I have nothing but the deepest
contempt.

Of the dipper, one is tempted to write a similar eulogy. It, too, calls to mind
the tumbling trout streams of the West and of the hill country. It, too, is of
charming character and ways. Its attractive habit of bobbing on a stone might
alone make one overlook its plump figure which contrasts so strongly with the
slim lines of the grey wagtail. I have, however, used up my superlatives on the
last bird, and of the dipper I will rest content with saying that if the grey wagtail
has a rival to my affections it is the water ouzel. He too, finds a place on our
river. From the bridge by the Station, I have seen him walking, as is his wont,
under water along the bed of the stream. He rests-in some seasons-under the
Qridges of the stations. Between the town and Wyke he is not infrequently seen.

The last oasis of aquatic bird-life round Sherborne is, of course, the lake in
the Park. To its "show-piece," the heronry, reference has already been made, but
its waters harbour a variety of other fowl. Its shallowness has deprived it of many
interesting species which an area of water of its size should harbour, in particular,
the great crested grebe. Nevertheless, it is an abiding source of interest to an
ornithologist. Over its innumerable coots and moor-hens we may quickly pass,
for of the latter I have already written, while the first-named is such a stupid
bird that it exasperates me. Its appearance in both plumage and form, is, if
practical and well adopted to its mode of life, an insult to the eye. Its imitating
and constant "c1ickings" when alarmed are discordant and unmusical. The
coot may be, indeed is, an interesting bird scientifically, but after the lastthree
birds it is difficult to write of with justice!

Different far are the ducks which share the lake with the bald-headed coots.
Here again are birds beautiful to see, whether paddling off the reed-beds, or,
better still, cutting the sky with their echelons; birds both interesting in them
selves, and withal redolent of that atmosphere with which all the true wild fowl
to which they belong must for ever be limrrounded. Night flyers, mysterious in
their goings and in their comings, born, who knows where? On some Arctic
swamp, or perhaps in a more homely reed-bed-they are wayward creatures,
loved most by those who shoot them most. It is a paradox which will bring

scowls to the brow of the anti-blood sport. Yet it is true, as true now as ever
it was of the Conqueror, that mighty hnnter, who" loved the tall deer as though
he were their father." Only th<t wildfowler truly knows the ways of the duck,
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only he can feel for them that affection which grows out of admiration of their
romance and of their cunning, for he alone has seen them at their wildest and at
their best. Green-headed mallard, golden-crowned wigeon and spatulate-billed
shoveler mingle in the lake in varying numbers with fast-winged teal, dapper
tufted duck and pochard with their mahogany heads and grey backs. If the lake
were Sherborne's only home of water-birds, to complain would be ungrateful.

G.K.Y.
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To the Editor of the" Shirburnian."

DEAR SIR,

We, the undersigned, feel sure that, in the interests of scientific truth, the
following extracts from a hitherto unpublished ornithological text-book should
see the light. After diligent search in back-waters, drains, abysses, and wide open
spaces, the identities of the following birds have been unearthed. Strangely
enough, no ornithological text-book could provide names for these birds, although
even a superficial examination will reveal that they are common specimens :-

1. The Strutting Gamecock, or Common Snag. (Jactator Bombasticus).
" The Gamecock, or the Common Snag

Lays its eggs in a paper bag."
A non-adapted.

" Thou triple-strutted Gamecock! "
Cleopatra-also adapted.

This bird is the subject of much controversy. We can affirm definitely that
it is not related in any way to the Cormorant or Common Shag. Linnaeus does
not mention the Snag at all, and this has led some people to declare that the bird
is merely the invention of our malicious imagination. This we categorically deny.
We are sure that we have seen the bird several times. Its characteristics are :-

Appearance.-The Snag's plumage is bright and gawdy, the most striking
colours being blue and gold. In winter a thick ruff is grown round the neck,
sometimes almost reaching to the ground and obstructing the bird's progress
considerably. Like the ostrich, this bird is unable to fly, and usually struts with
wings flapping.

Habits.-Like its relation, the Blackcock, the Gamecock or Snag repeatedly
indulges during the winter months in a form of devil dance or nature worship,
which superstitious country people call Rug-bee. Unlike the Blackcock, however,
these dances have nothing to do with mating, and scientists are at a loss to account
for their performance. Those who have watched these fantastic evolutions describe
them as only worthy of the Lesser Clodhopper.

Food.-The Snag's diet is usually light and stimulating, as these birds are
incapable of absorbing <l;ny heavy food. They eat such herbs as Deadly Futility,
Frivol, Novel, and Drivel, and have been observed in hot pursuit of Cockroaches,
Stop-watch beetles, Fag beetles, and other insects. They are particularly addicted,
however, to a low fornl of vegetable life, known as Jungle Jazz. The birds devour
this parasitic growth with great avidity, and drug themselves into a state of
mental torpor so complete that they are only capable of giving vent to an inter
minable succession of " Hotcha's," interspersed with an occasional" Boo-Boo."

That concludes our observations on the Common Snag. The only authority
for the theory that the bird lays its eggs in a paper bag is contained in the anony
mous verses with which we preface'd our remarks. Such a singular habit could
hardly have escaped our notice, and so we have reason to suppose either that· the
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anonymous poet's ornithological observations were incorrect, or that we have
inadvertently misquoted. It is a serious problem which unhappily admits of no
solution.

2. The bow-legged Tallyhopper (Horsicultor Rubicundus).

" Few men deserve to go to Heaven; all horses do."
A nthologica Snobbocratica.

" Pshaw ! " Anon." Oddsrot" putide coniecit Zumpt.

Tallyhoppers are large, blatant birds. Fortunately, they are so blatant
that we can safely say that there is no doubt about their existence. They frequently
utter loud raucous cries, the females being even more vociferous than the males.
It is impossible to render these noises exactly, but an eminent bird-watcher has
recently made gramophone records of them and paraphrased them as "Dam
yureyes! Damanblast! Damim! Helandam!" etc., etc. The traditional cry
of" Tallyhop ! "from which the bird's name is derived, has been largely superseded
in favour of these other more stimulating exclamations.

Habits.-Tallyhoppers inhabit populous areas, and often congregate in packs
or herds. Their main object in life seems to be noise and attracting attention,
and they are completely contemptuous of all humanity. Linnaeus, who bestowed
their Latin appellations, noticed that these birds have a curious habit of sitting
on horses' backs. Acting on the analogy of tick-birds; and rhinoceri, he explained
that their object was to pick insects from the horse's skin. This is improbable,
as the birds are almost exclusively carnivorous. Our observations make us sure that
the birds are in the habit of sucking blood from horses. This explains the puzzled
rubicundity of their expression, and the indistinct" guttural quality of their cries.
Country people firmly believe that they eat Fox-tail soup, but this is improbable.
Apart from their horses' blood, they exist mainly on such mammals as Peasants,
Cartridges, Morgiges, Detts, Betts, Emm-gees, and Gee-gees, and are also greatly
addicted to vegetable narcotics, such as Huntin, Chutin, Fishin, and Swarin.

Sir, these two brief extracts will suffice to reveal the inestimable scientific
value of this unique ornithological text-book.

\Ve remain your most humble obedient servants.
ALEXANDER AND BUCEPHALUS.

" I know no law, I get no pay,
I sit and judge till Judgement day."

Of Magistrates in the" New Statesman."
A great number of people have criticised our magistracy lately on the grounds
of ignorance and incompetence. There is certainly no excuse for incompetence,
but it is no more extraordinary that our petty justices are not trained lawyers
than the fact that everybody who comes under the jurisdiction of the English
Courts of Law is presumed to know the Law; yet not only are people ignorant
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of it, but they regard Law as something outside the pale of comprehension, and
Lawyers as superhuman know-aIls who never speak plain English except to ask
for their fees.

Considering the number of different ways that the law affects people in every
day life, it is most extraordinary that not only are people content to remain
ignorant of it, but they seem prepared to suffer at great expense through not
knowing their remedies.

To take a common example, there must be many people who have travelled
by train or 'bus, and have lost their tickets. No doubt they have had to re-pay
their fare; should this ever happen again you can avoid it by explaining to the
official that although you have an obligation to show your ticket on demand
if you have it-there is no obligation on your part to retain it, once you have
been admitted through the station barrier; for the ticket is not in itself something
that authorizes you to travel, but merely evidence of a contract that exists between
you and the railway company. Just because you chose to set aside all the evidence
of your contract with the company, no official can say that the contract does not,
or never did exist. (But do not purposely throwaway your ticket, as you may
later, for instance, want to prove that the company contracted to take reasonable
care of you and your baggage). Another thing worth knowing about railway
travelling, is that although there is no guarantee to produce the passenger at his
destination at the specified time, if the train is so late that it is evident that the
passenger will not reach his destination on the same day, then the company can
be found liable to meet the expenses of either a reasonable cab fare or the hotel
bill for one night. Now suppose that you try to get lodgings for the night at some
Inn near the station. Because it is late and the innkeeper is in bed, he may not
want to admit you; however, in the reign of James 1., a statute was passed which
said that" the antient, true and principal use of inns was for the receipt, relief
and lodging of wayfaring people, travelling from place to place, not meant for the
entertainment and harbouring of lewd and idle people to spend their time in lewd
and idle manner." And so to-day, an innkeeper must give you lodging if he
possibly can. He is also obliged to accept all the goods that you bring with you,
even such a thing as a piano.

Here are a few odd points on some kinds of contract that may be of use to
you. No action can be brought in respect of a bet, wager or lottery, whether
written or oral. Now as regards LO.V's. They should include the date, to whom
payable, LO.V. £-, and the signature of the debtor. That is all. If you add
anything else, you will make what is merely evidence of an oral contract or promise
into a written contract. As such it would not be enforceable, lacking consideration,
a stamp, and other formalities.

With regard to trespass, note that the Crown cannot bring an action for
trespass on private property, so a trespasser cannot be prosecuted. The owner
can bring an action in the Civil Courts, to recover for any damage that you might
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have done, but note that unless you have done harm to the property in some
concrete way, the value of the damages awarded will only be nominal, and therefore
the threatening notice, "Trespassers will be prosecuted," is comparatively
harmless.

If you are a husband, or intend to be one, remember that in order to keep
your wife in order, you are no longer entitled to use a stick that is no bigger than
your little finger. Any such action would make you liable for quite an expensive
piece of litigation.

This brings us in to the Law Courts. But before your case is heard, you will
have consulted your solicitor, to see whether it is going to be worth while even
winning your case-let alone running the risk of losing. If he decides to bring an
action, he will first of all brief junior counsel-that is, a barrister. A barrister has
to be " called to the Bar," from one of the Inns of Court, having" eaten his
dinners" and passed his Bar Exams. He will then do some " devilling" in a
senior Counsel's chambers-that is, doing all the dirty work of preparing cases.
Then later perhaps, he will be given a few cases to do himself, and he will gradually
work himself up, till he wants to "take silk" and become a K.C. It is the Counsel
that does the pleading in Court, unless you happen to know enough law to conduct
your own case. But of course, the Judge is the most important person in Court.
He is a person of some former legal standing at the Bar. He generally wears
scarlet robes with ermine collar and cuffs, and, occasionally, a full-bottomed wig.
The public must always stand when he stands, or when speaking to him. It is
interesting to note that nosegays still form part of the equipment at the Old
Bailey, because of the odour that was supposed to be brought up from the cells
hy the prisoners.

There is no space here to attempt to outline the procedure, the drama, the
display of wit and cunning that can be seen and heard in any of the Law Courts in
London; but they are well worth at least one visit, when next you have an
opportunity. J .5.5.
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FALCONRY.

FALCONRY, or as it is more commonly called, hawking, was
practised in the East many centuries before Christ.

In England it was at its height during the middle ages,
but after the reign of James I it lost popularity owing to the
invention of gundowder.

However, it continued to be practiced in Great Britain
and at the present time has its doyen in the British Falconers'
Club. Their aim is the promotion of Falconry, and the
Secretary is always willing to give advice to any member or

prospective member. The County of Dorset must have, in olden times, witnessed
many hawking parties, for Dorset is very suitable for this ancient sport.

The hawks used for falconry are of two types; long-winged hawks and
short-winged hawks. To the first class belong the peregrine, hobby, merlin and
gyr-falcon, who capture their prey by power of wing; while the latter class,
goshawks and sparrowhawks take their prey by stealth and surprise in a short dash.

The former class can only be flown on moorland or downland, while goshawks
and sparrowhawks can be used in cover.

A trained falcon is equipped with bells and
jesses, which are never taken off, also hood,
swivel and leash.

Bells are made in India and are attached to
a hawk's leg by a thin strip of leather.

Jesses are strips of leather which encircle the Q.

leg of the hawk. Bells and jesses are not removed from the
leg of the hawk, except for renewaL

The diagrams a and b are of a jesse alone and on the leg
of the hawk.

The jesses are attached to the swiveL ~o The swivel is like any dog lead swivel, and the jesses are attached too one half of it, while the leash is run through the other half.
~ The leash is a piece of leather a yard long and about three- ~

quarters of an inch wide, with one end made into a leather button and the
other end tapering to a point. The hood is used for keeping the hawk

quiet, and when a hawk is hooded it will be perfectly
still. There are two types of hood-Indian and Dutch. •

The one illustrated is an Indian hood, as used in the Bottom
• End of

East, the Dutch hood IS the European form. Leash

Falconry has many branches. In the good old days the
highest kind pursued in this country was kite and heron

INDIAN HOOD hawking. The modern substitute is the rook or gull. The field
is mounted and renders assistance in keeping the quarry out of cover.
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Another branch is game hawking, in which setters are used to find the quarry
When a point is established the falcon is put up and when high in the sky the
quarry is flushed, and the peregrine drops down like a meteor. A fine exhibition
of flying will be seen as the wily grouse or partridge trys to evade the falcon.

For heron, kite gull, rook or game hawking, peregrines are used.
The Goshawk is flown at rabbits and hares and any bird which can be flushed

at close quarters. Sparrowhawks are flown blackbirds, thrushes and the best
females at partridges.

Merlins are used for the flight of the lark, which is comparable to heron
hawking in which both pursued and pursuer try to outfly each other.
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To the Editor of the" Shirburnian."

THE SHIRBURNIAN

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL.

As I write this, I can just picture the faces of some who see the title. Their noses
go up and their lips curl, so faintly, and they murmur: .. Oh! Soccer." As a
Soccer enthusiast myself, I think it right that the members of this great Rugger
School should know something about the above-mentioned professional sport,
for I notice that those who criticize it and pour scorn on it, are nearly always those
who know nothing whatever about it and who have never seen first-class football.
And that is the reason for this article, in which I shall purposely touch on the
sore points. Firstly, I will make a bold assertion. Professional Soccer to-day is a
business, which includes the buying and transferring of players, a point which is
so much used in the criticism of Soccer; this, because it is one of the most sen
sational sides ofthe sport and is therefore emphasised by the" Press," 50 that it
catches the eye of the semi-interested. The fundamental facts of a transfer are
these: that a rise in the wage of the player is nearly always entailed and that no
transfer is ever carried out unles5 both clubs and the player concerned are thor
oughly satisfied. Is there anything undesirable about that? No, because Soccer
is a business. Another point that Soccer critics raise is " foul play." To say
there was no "foul play" would be untrue; but anyone who has seen the game
will know that the quantity of .. fouls" is exaggerated by the sensational and
vulgar" press." What I do say is that Soccer is such a very open game that any
sort of .. foul play" is clearly seen by the crowd and, usually, the referee, whereas,
in most other ball games, the" fouls" are committed" behind the crowd's back."

The next point to be dealt with is the behaviour of the crowd, a factor which
often deters people from following Soccer. Remember that Soccer is largely
followed by people who have been working all the week, and are out for their
Saturday afternoon's enjoyment. I have gained a lot of amusement from the
remarks of a football crowd; it is great fun to be in one and you meet a very
pleasant collection of people. Do get rid of the idea that the crowd is for ever
hooting the players and the referee; it does occasionally happen, but it is done
in good humour and not as the cheap papers would make you believe, " with a
menacing attitude." To end, I would urge you all to go and see a big football
match for yourself. There are grounds in every part of the country and prices
are varied. Watch out for the beautifully controlled way in which every movement
is carried out, try and catch the atmosphere of the crowd and if you do this, you
are sure to enjoy. yourself: THE OLD FIRM.
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THE ONION EATER.

THERE are very few country childhoods that are not woven round a friend, usually
a middle-aged or elderly man. True to this pattern, I myself, from the age of
six upwards, enjoyed the friendship of a man who must have been somewhere
between forty-five and fifty-five, though I never discovered his age. He lived in a
house which was not next door to our own, but his garden fence formed the boun
dary to our kitchen garden. And so it was, that on summer evenings, when the
sky was blue and the world was still, I used to see him wearing a white panama
hat, walking round to see how his seeds were growing, or tending the flower-pots
with a green, long-spouted watering-can. These were the evenings when I began
to be a regular visitor in his garden, when he and I used to weed the new asparagus
bed, and he used to dig while I picked out the pink-splodged potatoes from the
dark clinging earth.

I wish that these summer evenings could still be spent so pleasantly; but age
is absorbing our lives, and he has a weak heart, and I no longer care for gardening;
he has a man to care for his onion-patch nowadays; yes, his onion-patch, for he
now eats very little else but onions; and these, so he says, affect him in much the
same way as a lotos would, bringing upon him a drowsiness which bathes every
aspect of life in a pleasant light. ,-

A few years ago, his doctor told him that he should go to Canada and take life
as quietly as possible there as a vegetarian. The trouble was again with his heart.
But, loyal to his village, he stayed to have his garden and his friends until death.
And now, on his onion diet, he watches the work and the growth in the garden
and from time to time he plants a few of his own seedlings.

And one day he will try to regain the pleasures of the old days by digging
potatoes; then there will be the sudden numbness, rumours round the village
and a dull funeral-the end of a life which has been unknown to men, and unvalued
by any save myself; and I, I shall remember our talks and our rambles with a
heavy heart until my memory fails to hold the pleasures of a past life, and I shall
wage my worldly battles and find new friends, more dear, so I shall believe, than
any I have ever had. H.S.

Concll:sion oj A ,'Iicle, .. The Navies of To-day"-Pat,e 80.

Japan's resources are variously estimated. It was stated last year by a
foreign source that in April, 1937, she had begun a four-year plan for 4 battleships,
2 aircraft-carriers, 8 cruisers and submarines. 45,000 ton battleships were
rumoured. Italy asserted that Japan has two 46,000 ton capital ships and 15,000
ton 12in. gun cruisers planned. Whether this is true or not Japan is moving
towards a strong Pacific front.

From this it will be seen the impossibly high pitch to which the arms racket
runs. A strong Anglo-American alliance would seem the one factor capable of
stabilizing at once European and Far Eastern waters. ].E.l\L
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AS OTHERS ARE.
FUN AT ST. SAVIOUR'S.

BERTHA BADCOCK sat in her cubicle, sucking a liquorice stick, which Prudence
Blogg had smuggled through under the wall partition late the night before; but
Miss Woodhead, cleverly called "Woody" by the girls of St. Saviour's, was
listening to the champing, with ears pricked, as it issued from the girls' domicile.
But-

A sudden rap on the door awoke Bertha from the sweet contemplation
of the scrumptious tuck, so bravely smuggled by the School thirteen-year-old
Hockey miracle, and quickly she stuck the delicious goody on her table to try to
deceive her mistress into thinking it was a chewed fountain pen, and boldly faced
her. "What have you been eating, dear," said that slyboots, " What-liquorice,
dear, don't you know that you are breaking Rule One, which deals with liquorice,
sherbet, and aniseed balls?" But Bertha, taking a firm stand on her two staunch
pinions in front of the stick of black delight, with her hand clutching its sticky
lusciousness, valiantly threw it through the open casement behind her. At that
moment who should enter but Miss Trout (brilliantly nick-named" Trouty" by
the girls), a hockey mistress senior to "Woody." "Jovers, Bertha, dear," she
rapturously cried, "what a topping day for a hockey practice, to get ready for
the contest against Rocky Fastness," and, with shrieks of girlish glee, she followed
Bertha out of the fateful room.

(Girls, don't miss the next thrilling instalment of this corking yarn; next
week :" Bertha wins the match! ") H.F.G.C.

SCHOOL BOOKS.

(Extracts from " St. Graundsel's; or the Bully of Cubicle 19a.").

As little Gervase Fossick sat on his lonely tuck-box where he had been deposited
by the carter at the School Gateway, his eyes were wet with tears. Ah! Who does
not know the tenderness of that first parting, what strings it severs in the youthful
heart when, from his adoring mother and beautiful sisters he is thrust unmercifully
into the cold, hard, uncompromising battle of life. Oh! Who can read these words
without calling to mind that first, sweet agony of childhood, when he donned
his long-trousers and Eton collar for the first time and sallied bravely into the
unknown with his father's last gifts, a Testament, a coin of doubtful value and
pot of home-made buttercup jam from his mother. Oh, all true hearts and loving
friends weep for little Gervase, in this melancholy situation.

Behold us then at the Gateway of St. Groundsel's. Built of massive weather- .
beaten stone it rears its lofty head up into the blue skies so high that little Gervase
began to wonder what it felt like to fall off the top. Thus cheered by his little
joke he dried his eyes on the new kerchief of Irish linen his sister had already
marked with her own precious tears and strode manfully under the gateway.
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Pause, gentle reader, and survey the beautiful scene within. Holding our
attention in its pseudo-Gothic loveliness is the Chapel, the tribute of a grateful
son, Sir Theodore Bung to his aIma mater. And here let one say that this elegant
edifice is but one more proof that God manifests his wonderful ways even through
the lowly art of beer-refining.

To this noble pile young Gervase betook himself next morning at the appro
priate hour. (Reader:" What happened in between; you've skipped." Author:
" Don't ask silly questions.") And here as the sweet morning air came in at the
beautiful pseudo-perpendicular casements and the light shone on his fair rolling
curls through the bright coloured glass, Gervase felt at peace. And a tear
stole down between his little spectacles and ran down his little snub nose
(" beastly little boy"-reader), and he thought, whilst the Choir sang with
beautiful pathos the hymn for the beginning of term, of the old homecote with the
pigeons playing round its lovely Tudor roof, his ponies, the grooms, the pony
trap, the coach, his old nurse .... (Oh t have a glass of Guinness when you're
tired !) ANTON.

CINEMA PRODUCTION SOCIETY.

FOR a great many people there is a tremendous thrill in making motion pictures,
even if it is only a film of the family. There is an uncanny instinct, which some
possess, for film production, which tells them exactly what will appear well on
the screen. The great directors have it, but I go so far as to suggest that there
must be some members of this School who also have it, though they may not
know anything at all about the cinema. Surely there is a potential Korda among
the ranks of the third form, or some unrecognised Hitchcock lurking in the lower
school.

A Cinema Society exists, by which we sometimes enjoy, barring accidents
and bad photo electric cells, the work of the great producers. But why not form
a society which the owners of cine-cameras could join, for the production of films.
Permanent records of Commemoration, Sports and other school functions, could
be made and at last it would be possible for matches played" away" to be seen.
Perhaps some of the more ambitious members might write and film a scenario,
from some short story or on some topic nearer school life such as "The stolen
mark book," or "The School House Studies Mystery," with appropriate local
colour.

The lighting power required for quite large scenes is well within the reach of
the normal mains supply, provided super sensitive film is used, and so a school
film studio is well within the realms of possibility.

To-day film clubs are being formed all over the country by owners of cine
cameras, and some very efficient work is done in them; so why not in Sherborne ?
Never let it be said that Sherborne is in any way behind the times.
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THE NAVIES OF TO-DAY.
THE treaties which bound the world naval powers by quantitative limitations
have now lapsed and all countries are free to rebuild. All have suffered, but the
British have the most leeway to make up. It is now possible to estimate the
strengths of the respective navies by 1942, when the last of the capital ships now
building will be in service.

The British Navy, despite the London Treaty, is still the strongest in the
world, but then it has an infinitely larger sea to guard than its contemporaries.
The necessary provision of convoys, detached squadrons and battle-squadrons
was much hampered by the London Treaty of 1930. But by 1942 the fleet will
consist of 25 capital ships, 70 cruisers, 9 aircraft carriers (520 craft), 150 modern
destroyers with a big reserve and about 70 modern submarines. This large fleet
has to cover Home waters, the Mediterranean and the Far East, with the possible
addition of a new battle squadron for Singapore.

France's attitude is largely one of dependence on Britain in the Channel,
with her main fleet concentrated at Toulon, to protect North Africa. Her strength
has been more than doubled during the last 10 years and she possesses the largest
under-age submarine flotilla in the world. She has a strong force of 44 light
cruisers and 40 destroyers. Among the light-cruisers are 32 " contre-torpilleurs,"
a unique ship, averaging 2,500 tons, mounting 5.4in. guns and with a speed of
40 knots. And there is a backbone of 6 capital ships with 3 building.

Germany has resumed her old power despite the Anglo-German Treaty of
1935 which restricted her to 35% of the British tonnage. It is a significant fact
that of the 8 capital ships listed, seven are newer than 1932. This extreme
modernity is apparent throughout.

At the other end of the Axis, Italy has a fleet suitable for close-shore work.
She has 4 new capital ships building, five 8in. cruisers and much improved
" condottieri " 6in. cruisers and a big flotilla of submarines and destroyers. But
this strong fleet, with bases in Rhodes, Sardinia and Tunis, can easily be short
circuited by abandonment by Britain of the Mediterranean trade-route.

Further afield, the U.S.A. dominates the Pacific. Strong throughout, it is
significant that 7J8ths. of her force is on the Pacific sea-board. English relations
being good, no anxiety need be felt by her increases. There are 2 capital ships
and 10 cruisers building to swell a navy strong in cruisers and destroyers, of which
she is supposed to have the largest flotilla in the world.

The last two navies are unknown quantities. The only authority on Russia
is semi-official German work of variable rectitude. There are, however, bases near
Murmansk on the Spitzbergen Sea, on the Amur River, and at Vladivostok. The
newly published" Nauticus" states that Russia has the largest submarine fleet,
with 70 in the Baltic, 30 in the Black Sea and 50 in the Far East. It also says
that the U.S.S.R. are building 2,800 ton destroyers, 6 or 7 cruisers (7.1 guns),
and a couple large capital ships. This big force has the N.E. passage and Baltic
Arctic canal as easy accesses to East and West.

Continued on Page 77.
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